GROTHENDIECK–SERRE IN THE QUASI-SPLIT UNRAMIFIED CASE
KĘSTUTIS ČESNAVIČIUS

Abstract. The Grothendieck–Serre conjecture predicts that every generically trivial torsor under
a reductive group scheme G over a regular local ring R is trivial. We settle it in the case when G is
quasi-split and R is unramified. Some of the techniques that allow us to overcome obstacles that
have so far kept the mixed characteristic case out of reach include Artin’s construction of “good
neighborhoods” carried out over discrete valuation rings, equivariant compactifications of tori over
higher-dimensional bases, and the geometry of the affine Grassmannian in bad characteristics.
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1. The Grothendieck–Serre conjecture
The subject of this article is the following conjecture, due to Serre [Ser58, p. 31, Rem.] and Grothendieck
[Gro58, pp. 26–27, Rem. 3], [Gro68, Rem. 1.11 a)], on triviality of torsors under reductive groups.
Conjecture 1.1 (Grothendieck–Serre). For a regular local ring R and a reductive R-group scheme
G, no nontrivial G-torsor trivializes over the fraction field of R, in other words,
`
˘
Ker H 1 pR, Gq Ñ H 1 pFracpRq, Gq “ t˚u.
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The conjecture is settled when R contains a field but its remaining mixed characteristic case has so
far been widely open: see the recent survey [Pan18] for a detail review of the state of the art, as
well as §1.4 below for a summary. The goal of this article is to resolve the mixed characteristic case
under the assumption that R is unramified and G is quasi-split. We recall that a regular local ring
pR, mq with p :“ charpR{mq is unramified if either R contains a field or p R m2 .
Theorem 1.2. For an unramified regular local ring R and a quasi-split reductive R-group scheme G,
`
˘
Ker H 1 pR, Gq Ñ H 1 pFracpRq, Gq “ t˚u;
moreover, a reductive R-group scheme H is split if and only if its generic fiber HFracpRq is split.
In fact, our result is stronger: we allow the regular ring R to be semilocal and geometrically
regular over some Dedekind ring O, so that the case O “ Z with R local recovers the above, see
Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.3 and Example 5.3.2. The semilocal version is worth the extra effort because
in many ways it is a more natural starting point. In equal characteristic, we strengthen the last aspect
of Theorem 1.2: for an equicharacteristic semilocal regular R, we show that a reductive R-group
scheme H is quasi-split if and only if its generic fiber HFracpRq is quasi-split, see Theorem 5.3.5.
The Grothendieck–Serre conjecture is known for its numerous concrete consequences. We illustrate
them with the following product formula that seems to resist any direct attack. For a further
consequence that concerns quadratic forms over semilocal regular rings, see Corollary 5.3.6.
p
Corollary 1.3. For an unramified regular local ring R, an r P Rzt0u, and the r-adic completion R,
1
p 1 sq “ GpRqGpRr
p
GpRr
r
r sq

for every quasi-split reductive R-group G.

Indeed, if the double coset on the right side did not exhaust the left side, then one could use patching
p
(for instance, Lemma 4.2.1) to build a nontrivial G-torsor that trivialized over Rr 1r s (and also over R).
1.4. Known cases. Previous results on Conjecture 1.1 fall into the following categories.
(1) The case when G is a torus was settled by Colliot-Thélène and Sansuc in [CTS87].
(2) The case when R is 1-dimensional, that is, a discrete valuation ring, was settled by Nisnevich
in [Nis82], [Nis84], with corrections and a generalization to semilocal Dedekind rings by Guo
in [Guo20]. Subcases of the 1-dimensional case (resp., of its semilocal generalization) appeared
in [Har67], [BB70], [BT87] (resp., [PS16], [BVG14], [BFF17], [BFFH19]).
(3) The case when R is Henselian was settled in [BB70] and [CTS79, 6.6.1]. For such R, one may
test the triviality of a G-torsor after base change to the residue field, so one may choose a
height 1 prime p Ă R for which R{p is regular, apply Nisnevich’s result, and induct on dim R.
(4) The case when R contains a field, that is, when R is of equicharacteristic, was settled by
Fedorov–Panin in [FP15] when the field is infinite (with significant inputs from [PSV15],
[Pan16]), and by Panin [Pan20] when the field is finite, with substantial further simplifications
due to Fedorov [Fed18]. Various subcases of the equicharacteristic case appeared in [Oja80],
[CTO92], [Rag94], [PS97], [Zai00], [OP01], [OPZ04], [Pan05], [Zai05], [Che10], [PSV15].
(5) Sporadic cases, in which either R or G is of specific form but with R possibly of mixed
characteristic, appeared in [Gro68, Rem. 1.11 a)], [Oja82], [Nis89], [Fed16b], [Fir19], [BFFP20].
In the cases (1)–(4), the results also include the variant when the regular ring R is only semilocal.
For arguing Theorems 1.2 and 5.3.1, we use the toral case [CTS87] and the semilocal Dedekind case
[Guo20] but no other known case of Conjecture 1.1. In fact, our argument simultaneously streamlines
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the case when R contains a field, although we do not pursue this here beyond the case of quasi-split
G contained in Theorem 1.2 because we see no point in repeating the same additional reductions
that Fedorov–Panin, Panin, and Fedorov used for handling general G over such R.
1.5. The point of departure. A key feature of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture and, in fact, of
problems of its flavor, for example, of the Bass–Quillen conjecture, is that one cannot easily “enlarge”
the ring R, essentially, because this may trivialize torsors, one can only “shrink” it. The key to
progress therefore lies in better understanding the geometry of R, and our point of departure is
precisely in this for unramified R of mixed characteristic p0, pq: we apply Popescu approximation to
assume that R is essentially smooth over Zppq and then use ideas from Artin’s technique of “good
neighborhoods” from [SGA 4III , XI] to spread R out to a fibration U Ñ S into smooth affine curves
dimpRq´1
over an open S Ă AZppq
in such a way that a given small closed subscheme Y Ă SpecpRq spread
out to be finite over S, see Proposition 2.2.1 for a precise statement. This structural result may
be viewed as a version of the Noether normalization in mixed characteristic and is reminiscent of
presentation lemmas of Quillen and Gabber from [Qui73, Lem. 5.12] and [Gab94, Lem. 3.1].
For us, Y is such that a generically trivial G-torsor E that we wish to trivialize reduces to a B-torsor
over SpecpRqzY for a Borel B Ă G. The valuative criterion of properness applied to E{B allows us
to make this Y be of codimension ě 2 in SpecpRq, and this codimension requirement appears difficult
to relax while arguing our mixed characteristic “Noether normalization.” In equal characteristic, Y
being of codimension ě 1 suffices and is immediate to arrange from the generic triviality of E without
using any Borel, and this distinction is one of the main sources of complications in comparison
to works of Panin and Fedorov. Although in mixed characteristic virtually every step seems to
require either new ideas or new techniques, the works of Panin and Fedorov in equicharacteristic
have provided us with invaluable guidance for what the structure of the overall argument might be.
1.6. The stages of the proof of Theorem 1.2. In Theorem 1.2, the key assertion is the triviality
of every generically trivial G-torsor E. For this, our argument proceeds as follows.
(1) In §2.1, we use the Bertini theorem and the “good neighborhoods” technique in the context of
semilocal Dedekind bases O to build the aforementioned fibration U Ñ S starting from a
projective, flat compactification of R over O, see Proposition 2.1.6. We do not separate into
cases according to whether the residue fields of O are all infinite or not, but finite residue
fields lead to complications that concern Bertini theorems, as do imperfect residue fields
because of inseparable extensions. We resolve these complications with Gabber’s approach
[Gab01] to Bertini theorems in positive characteristic. Op. cit. is more convenient for us
than the generally finer approach of Poonen [Poo04] because it can guarantee that a suitable
hypersurface exists for every large enough degree divisible by the characteristic, which helps
in making sure that this degree is uniform across all the residue fields of O at maximal ideals.
In this step, a major simplification in comparison to the strategy in equicharacteristic is that
we do not seek a fibration into projective curves (nor even the complement of a relatively
finite subscheme in a projective relative curve) but are nevertheless able to ensure that Y
spreads out to a finite S-scheme in the notation of §1.5. Even in equicharacteristic, this allows
us to dispose of much effort usually spent in analyzing the “boundary” in subsequent steps.
(2) In §2.2, we deduce the mixed characteristic “Noether normalization” mentioned in §1.5 and
then use it to lift our generically trivial G-torsor E to a torsor E over a smooth affine R-curve
C equipped with a section s P CpRq such that E pulls back to E via s and reduces to
a torsor under the unipotent radical of a Borel over CzZ for some R-finite Z Ă C. The
R-finiteness (as opposed to mere R-quasi-finiteness) of Z is critical for later steps and comes
3

from the finiteness of the spreading out of Y . The appearance of the unipotent radical is a
new phenomenon: in equicharacteristic, CzZ is affine and E |CzZ is a trivial torsor.
Our pC, s, Zq is a simplification of what Panin and Fedorov keep track of with the notion of a
“nice triple.” The latter is a variant of a “standard triple” of Voevodsky [MVW06, Def. 11.5]
used in his construction of the triangulated category of motives. In general, it is convenient to
work in terms of the relative R-curve C instead of directly with the fibration U Ñ S because
this gives the flexibility of changing C. In this, we reap the benefits of our C being affine: we
need to work less in subsequent reductions than “nice triples” would require.
(3) Our E is not a GC -torsor but a G -torsor for some reductive C-group scheme G equipped
with a Borel B Ă G whose s-pullback is B Ă G, so, in order to proceed, in §3 we modify
C to reduce to B Ă G being BC Ă GC . First, in §3.1, we show that G and GC become
isomorphic (compatibly with the Borels) over the Henselization of C along s. This does not
suffice because we need to preserve the R-finiteness of Z, so we seek to equate G and G over
r Ñ C to which s lifts. We build such a C
r in §3.3 at the cost of shrinking
some finite étale C
C by applying the Bertini theorem to compactifications of torsors under the torus B{Ru pBq.
Critically, we need torsors to be fiberwise dense in these compactifications, so building them
is delicate. For this, in §3.2 we build equivariant compactifications of tori beyond the case
when the base is a field by extending the method from [CTHS05] based on toric geometry.
The phenomenon G fi GC also appears in equicharacteristic and was addressed, for instance,
in [PSV15, §5]. In that setting, however, required compactifications are simpler to come by, in
essence, because the closure of a subvariety inside an ambient variety is automatically dense.
The mixed characteristic difficulty is the failure of fiberwise density of such closures when one
is working, say, over a discrete valuation ring O (as is seen already for closures of quasi-finite
O-schemes). The presence of Borel subgroups allows us to get by with only compactifying
tori, but it would be interesting to know the general answer to the following question, at least
for some classes of A and G, compare with Theorem 3.2.1 below.
Question 1.7. For a reductive group scheme G over a ring A, are there a proper A-scheme G
equipped with a left G-action and a G-equivariant A-fiberwise dense open immersion G ãÑ G?
(4) After simplifying G , we turn to simplifying C in §4, namely, to replacing C by A1R . In §4.1,
we construct an affine open U Ă C containing Z and s as well as a quasi-finite R-morphism
π : C Ñ A1R that maps Z isomorphically to a closed subscheme Z 1 Ă A1R whose preimage in
U is precisely Z. The R-finiteness of Z is critical for this, and the argument is simpler than
its versions in the literature because C is affine (as opposed to projective). It uses Panin’s
tricks with finite fields to prepare C and Z for building π: when some residue fields of R are
finite, the initial Z could, for instance, have too many rational points to fit inside A1R .
Since C is Cohen–Macaulay, our quasi-finite π is necessarily flat, so the idea is to descend E
to a GA1 -torsor via patching. We carry this out in §4.2: the main complication is the a priori
R
nontriviality of ECzZ , which we overcome by bootstrapping enough excision for H 1 p´, Ru pBqq
from excision for quasi-coherent cohomology, see Lemma 4.2.2. Relatedly, since Z need not
be principal, the patching is slightly more delicate than usual and uses [MB96].
(5) The final step is the analysis of a GA1 -torsor E that is trivial away from an R-finite closed
R
subscheme Z 1 Ă A1R . This is a problem of Bass–Quillen type that is somewhat delicate
when G is neither semisimple, simply connected nor split. We approach it using the ideas of
Fedorov from [Fed18], with the geometry of the affine Grassmannian GrG playing a central
4

role. Namely, even though the map GrpGder qsc Ñ GrG is ill-behaved in small characteristics, it
is nevertheless an isomorphism on Schubert cells, and all field-valued points of the neutral
component of GrG lift to GrpGder qsc , see Proposition 5.1.3 and Corollary 5.1.4. The key
consequence of this for GA1 -torsors is recorded in Corollary 5.2.6 (with the crucial more
R
general statement contained in Proposition 5.2.4). With this in hand, we conclude in §5.3.
Fedorov’s simplification [Fed18] of the equicharacteristic case uses the same idea: the aforementioned geometric input on affine Grassmannians allows him to bypass a lengthy initial
reduction to the semisimple, simply connected case that was used in [FP15].
Globally, our method may be viewed as a geometric reduction of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture
for G over R to its case for the torus T :“ B{Ru pBq over R. It is tempting to expect that if G is no
longer quasi-split but has a parabolic subgroup P Ă G with a Levi M , then one could find a way
to reduce from G to M . As it stands, the sticking point in achieving this generalization is in the
proof of Proposition 2.2.3: there we extend a T -torsor across a closed subscheme of codimension ě 2
(across Y in the notation of §1.5) and such extendibility fails beyond tori (although knowing how to
resolve the Colliot-Thélène–Sansuc purity question [CTS79, 6.4] would help).
1.8. Conventions and notation. For a scheme S (resp., a ring R), we let ks (resp., kp ) denote
the residue field of a point s P S (resp., a prime ideal p Ă R). Intersections Y X Y 1 of closed
subschemes Y, Y 1 Ă S are always scheme-theoretic, and we recall from [EGA IV1 , 0.14.1.2] that
dimpHq “ ´8. We denote the (always open) S-smooth locus of an S-scheme X by X sm . A scheme
is Cohen–Macaulay if it is locally Noetherian and its local rings are Cohen–Macaulay. We use the
definition [EGA IV1 , 0.15.1.7, 0.15.2.2] of a regular sequence (so there is no condition on quotients
being nonzero). A ring O is Dedekind if it is Noetherian, normal, and of dimension ď 1; by [SP, 034X],
any such O is a finite product of Dedekind domains.
We always consider right torsors, for instance, we want sections of G{H to give rise to H-torsors.
As already seen in §1.6 (3)–(5), we use scheme-theoretic notation when talking about torsors, that is,
we base change the group in order to be unambiguous about what the base is; in the rare exceptions
when this would make notation too cumbersome, we make sure that no confusion is possible. For
a reductive group scheme G, we let ZpGq, Gad , and Gder denote its center, derived subgroup, and
adjoint quotient (see [SGA 3III new , XXII, 4.1.7, 4.3.6, and 6.2.1 (iv)]); for a semisimple group scheme
G, we let Gsc denote its simply connected cover (see [Con14, 6.5.2 (i)]). For a parabolic group
scheme P , we let Ru pP q denote its unipotent radical constructed in [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 1.6 (i)]
(and already in [SGA 3III new , XXII, 5.6.9 (ii)] when P is a Borel).
Acknowledgements. On several occasions during past years, I discussed the Grothendieck–Serre
conjecture with Johannes Anschütz, Alexis Bouthier, Jean-Louis Colliot-Thélène, Ning Guo, Roman
Fedorov, Timo Richarz, and Peter Scholze, among others. I thank them for these conversations. I
thank Jean-Louis Colliot-Thélène, Uriya First, Ivan Panin, Michael Rapoport, Timo Richarz, and
Nguyen Quoc Thang for helpful remarks or correspondence. I thank Viê.n Toán Ho.c for hospitality—
part of this project was completed during a visit there. This project received funding from the
European Research Council under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
program (grant agreement No. 851146).
2. Lifting the torsor to a smooth relative curve
We begin with the geometric part of our approach to the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture for quasi-split
G: we lift a generically trivial G-torsor over R to a torsor under a reductive group scheme over a
smooth affine R-curve equipped with a section, see Proposition 2.2.3. The construction of this curve
uses ideas related to Artin’s technique of good neighborhoods, which we adapt to our setting in §2.1.
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2.1. Fibrations into smooth relative curves
For a discrete valuation ring O and a smooth, affine O-scheme U of relative dimension d ą 0, we
wish to construct a smooth morphism π : U Ñ Ad´1
whose nonempty fibers are of dimension 1.
O
Roughly, the idea is to cut U by d ´ 1 suitably transversal hypersurfaces supplied by Bertini theorem
and then let their defining equations be the images of the standard coordinates of Ad´1
O . The actual
argument given in Proposition 2.1.6 is slightly more subtle because in practice our U comes with
an O-fiberwise nowhere dense closed subscheme Y Ă U that we wish to be finite over some open
neighborhood of zero in Ad´1
O . To achieve this finiteness, we start from a projective compactification
of U and adapt some ideas from Artin’s construction of “good neighborhoods” in [SGA 4III , XI, 3.3].
Before turning to Bertini, we review the following avoidance lemma that we will use repeatedly.
Lemma 2.1.1. For a ring R, a quasi-projective, finitely presented R-scheme X, a very R-ample line
bundle L on X, a finitely presented closed subscheme Z Ă X not containing any positive-dimensional
irreducible component of any R-fiber of X, and points y1 , . . . , yn P XzZ, there is an N0 ą 0 such
that for every N ě N0 there is an h P ΓpX, L bN q whose vanishing scheme is a hypersurface H Ă X
containing Z but not any yi or any positive-dimensional irreducible component of any R-fiber of X.
Proof. The claim is a special case of [GLL15, 5.1] (with definitions reviewed in [GLL15, p. 1207]). 
In the case when R is a field, the following Bertini lemma allows us to impose a smoothness
requirement on X sm X H. Its most delicate case is when the base field is finite, in which it amounts
to a mild extension of [Gab01, Cor. 1.6 and Cor. 1.7], whose argument is actually our key technique.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let k be a field, let X be a projective k-scheme of pure dimension, let Y1 , . . . , Ym , Z Ă
X be closed subschemes with Z “ Z1 \ Z0 for a set of reduced closed points Z0 Ă X sm whose residue
fields are separable extensions of k, and fix a
t ď minpdimpXq, dimpXq ´ dimpZqq

(recall from §1.8 that dimpHq “ ´8).

For an ample line bundle OX p1q on X, there are hypersurfaces H1 , . . . , Ht Ă X such that
(i) H1 X . . . X Ht is of pure dimension dimpXq ´ t and contains Z;
(ii) pX sm zZ1 q X H1 X . . . X Ht is k-smooth;
Ş
(iii) dimppYj zZq X `PL H` q ď dimpYj zZq ´ #L for 1 ď j ď m and L Ă t1, . . . , tu;
moreover, we may iteratively choose H1 , . . . , Ht so that, for each i, with H1 , . . . , Hi´1 already fixed,
Hi may be chosen to have any sufficiently large degree divisible by the characteristic exponent of k.
Proof. The pure dimension hypothesis means that all the irreducible components of X have the same
dimension, so [EGA IV2 , 5.2.1] ensures that X is biequidimensional in the sense that the saturated
chains of specializations of its points all have the same length. Similarly to [Čes20, §4.1], part (i)
then ensures that each X X H1 X . . . X Hi inherits biequidimensionality, so is also of pure dimension.
This reduces us to t “ 1: by applying this case iteratively and at each step adjoining to the Yj ’s
all their possible intersections with some of the already chosen Hi ’s (to ensure (iii)), we will obtain
the general case. In the case t “ 1, we fix closed points y1 , . . . , yn P XzZ that jointly meet every
irreducible component of X and of every Yj zZ. Both (iii) and the dimension aspect of (i) will hold
as soon as H1 contains no yj , so at the cost of requiring this we may forget about the Yj .
For the rest of the argument, we begin with the case when char k “ 0, in which we will use the
“classical” Bertini theorem. For this, we first claim that for every large N ą 0 there are global
6

sections hi of OX pN q whose common zero locus contains Z and set-theoretically equals to it. Indeed,
by repeatedly applying [EGA III1 , 2.2.4] to shrink the base locus, we first build such h1i1 (resp., h2i2 )
for some N 1 (resp., N 2 ) that is a power of 2 (resp., of 3), then express every large N as aN 1 ` bN 2
2b
with a, b ą 0, and, finally, let hi be the collection of all the h1a
i1 hi2 . By [EGA III1 , 2.2.4] and
[EGA IV4 , 17.15.9] (which uses the separable residue field assumption), granted that N is sufficiently
large, we may build another global section h0 of OX pN q whose associated hypersurface contains Z
and is smooth at every point of Z0 . We adjoin h0 to the hi to ensure that the common zero locus
of the global sections hi is k-smooth at the points in Z0 . We also discard linear dependencies to
assume that the hi are k-linearly independent. By [EGA II, 4.2.3], the hi determine a morphism
XzZ Ñ PN
k

1

1

such that the pullback of OPN 1 p1q is our OXzZ pN q. The hyperplanes in PN
k and, compatibly, the
k
nonzero k-linear combinations of the hi up to scaling are parametrized by the dual projective space.
Due to the existence of a k-linear combination of the hi whose associated hypersurface does not
contain a fixed yj , a generic such hypersurface contains no yj . Likewise, due to the openness of
the smooth locus, the existence of a k-linear combination of the hi whose associated hypersurface
is smooth at all the points in Z0 , and [EGA IV3 , 11.3.8 b1 )ôc)], a generic such hypersurface is
smooth at all the points in Z0 . Finally, by the Bertini theorem [Jou83, 6.11 2)], the hypersurface H
associated to a generic k-linear combination of the hi is such that pX sm zZq X H is k-smooth. In
conclusion, since k is infinite, we may choose our desired H1 to be a generic such H.
The remaining case when char k “ p ą 0 is a very minor sharpening of [Gab01, Cor. 1.6] that is
proved as there. Namely, we use the pure dimension hypothesis to apply [Gab01, Thm. 1.1]1 with
‚ U there being our X sm zpZ Y ty1 , . . . , yn uq and E there being Ω1U ;
Ť
‚ Z there being our Z1 Y ty1 , . . . , yn u Y zPZ0 SpecO pOX {Iz2 q;
X

‚ Σ there being our Z0 Y ty1 , . . . , yn u;
‚ m0 there being 0; and
‚ σ0 there being 0 on our Z1 , a unit on each of our y1 , . . . , yn , and a nonzero cotangent vector
at z P Z0 on each of our SpecO pOX {Iz2 q;
X

to find a finite set of closed points F Ă X sm zpZ Y ty1 , . . . , yn uq and, for every large N divisible by p,
a global section h of OX pN q whose associated hypersurface contains Z, has a k-smooth intersection
with X sm zpF Y Z Y ty1 , . . . , yn uq, passes through every z P Z0 and is k-smooth there (for this we
use [EGA IV4 , 17.15.9] and the separable residue field assumption as in the characteristic 0 case),
and does not pass through any yj . By [EGA III1 , 2.2.4], if this N is sufficiently large, then there is a
global section h1 of OX pN {pq that vanishes on Z Y ty1 , . . . , yn u and is such that h ` h1p does not
vanish at any point of F . We may then let H1 be the hypersurface associated to h ` h1p .

Ş
Remark 2.1.3. In (iii), if pYj zZqX `PL H` ‰ H, then the inequality is actually an equality because,
unless the intersection is empty, cutting by #L hypersurfaces decreases dimension by at most #L.
We do not know how to ensure that the hypersurfaces Hi in Lemma 2.1.2 all have the same degree.
This complication will force us to use weighted blowups and weighted projective spaces, so we review
some basic properties of these notions.
1Loc. cit. is stated in the case when the base field k is finite but its proof continues to work whenever k is any field

of positive characteristic p.
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2.1.4. Weighted projective spaces. For w0 , . . . , wd P Zą0 , we consider the polynomial algebra
Zrt0 , . . . , td s that is Zě0 -graded by declaring each ti to be of weight wi (and the constants Z to be
of weight 0), and we let the resulting weighted projective space be
PZ pw0 , . . . , wd q :“ ProjpZrt0 , . . . , td sq.
We repeat the same construction over any scheme S to build PS pw0 , . . . , wd q, although the latter is
just PZ pw0 , . . . , wd q ˆZ S because the formation of Proj commutes with base change [EGA II, 3.5.3].
We will only use weighted projective spaces when w0 “ 1, in which case the open subscheme of
wd
1
PS p1, w1 , . . . , wd q given by tt0 ‰ 0u is the affine space AdS with coordinates t1 {tw
0 , . . . , td {t0 .
2.1.5. Weighted blowups. For a scheme X, a line bundle L on X, and sections
h0 P ΓpX, L bw0 q,

...,

hd P ΓpX, L bwd q with w0 , . . . , wd ą 0,

we define the weighted blowup of X with respect to h0 , . . . , hd as
BlX ph0 , . . . , hd q :“ ProjO pOX rh0 , . . . , hd sq,
X

where OX rh0 , . . . , hd s Ă

ně0 L

À

bn

is the quasi-coherent, graded OX -subalgebra generated by the hi . The center of this weighted blowup
is the closed subscheme of X cut out by the hi . By [EGA II, 3.1.8 (i)], the map
BlX ph0 , . . . , hd q Ñ X

is an isomorphism away from the center.

By §2.1.4 and the functoriality of Proj, the weighted blowup BlX ph0 , . . . , hd q admits a morphism
BlX ph0 , . . . , hd q Ñ PZ pw0 , . . . , wd q determined by ti ÞÑ hi .
In the case when w0 “ . . . “ wd , our BlX ph0 , . . . , hd q is identified with the usual blowup of X along
the closed subscheme cut out by the hi : this is evident when also L “ OX , and the general case
reduces to this one because Proj is insensitive to twisting by line bundles [EGA II, 3.1.8 (iii)].
We are ready for the promised construction of a fibration into relative curves. In the following
statement, the reader could assume that the points x1 , . . . , xn are closed in X: this case will suffice for
us and is slightly simpler. We decided to include the general case because this does not dramatically
complicate the argument and may be useful for generalizing Theorem 5.3.1.
Proposition 2.1.6. For
‚ a semilocal Dedekind ring O;
‚ a projective, flat morphism f : X Ñ SpecpOq with fibers of pure dimension d ą 0;
‚ a closed subscheme Y Ă X that is O-fiberwise of codimension ě 1 in X;
‚ an O-smooth open X Ă X such that Y 1 :“ Y zX is O-fiberwise of codimension ě 2 in X;
‚ points x1 , . . . , xn P X with kxi {kf pxi q separable such that
txi u X Y 1 “ H

in X for all

i

(2.1.6.1)

(if the points xi are closed in X, then (2.1.6.1) simply says that x1 , . . . , xn R Y 1 );
there are
(i) an affine open U Ă X containing x1 , . . . , xn ;
(ii) an affine open S Ă Ad´1
containing the zero section z :“ SpecpOq Ă Ad´1
O
O ;
(iii) a flat O-morphism π : U Ñ S whose fibers are Cohen–Macaulay of pure dimension 1 such that
(1) π maps those xi that are closed in their O-fibers of X into the zero section z;
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(2) π is smooth at each xi and at those x P U z

Ťn

that map to a closed point of z;
Ť
(3) Y XU is S-finite and if its (set-theoretic) intersection with the closed O-fibers of ni“1 txi u
is a subset of tx1 , . . . , xn u, then Y X U lies in the smooth locus of π.
i“1 txi u

Of course, the assumption in (3) is automatic in the case when the points xi are closed in X.
Proof. In principle, we imitate Artin’s argument from [SGA 4III , XI, 3.3], but we have to overcome
complications caused by the base O not being a field. On the other hand, our goal is slightly simpler
than there in that we do not seek to simultaneously compactify U to a projective relative curve over
S.2 The subtleties caused by some residue fields of O possibly being finite are already subsumed
into Lemma 2.1.2. In comparison, in op. cit. one worked over an algebraically closed field and used a
suitable variant of Lemma 2.1.2 in which one could choose the hypersurfaces there to be hyperplanes.
To begin, we pass to connected components of SpecpOq to assume that O is a domain. By
[EGA IV4 , 17.15.9], the kf pxi q -fiber of txi u is generically smooth, so, by Lemma 2.1.2, each xi has a
specialization in X that is a closed point in its O-fiber of X and whose residue field is separable
over kf pxi q . We replace the xi by these specializations to assume that x1 , . . . , xn are closed in their
O-fibers. Granted these reductions, our construction of U , S, and π is based on the following claim.
Claim 2.1.6.2. There are a closed immersion X Ă PN
O , its associated very ample line bundle OX p1q,
and hypersurfaces H0 , . . . , Hd´1 Ă PN
with
H
a
hyperplane
such that
0
O
(a) H0 does not contain any of the x1 , . . . , xn ;
(b) X X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is Cohen–Macaulay, O-flat of relative dimension 1, contains x1 , . . . , xn ;
(c) X X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is O-smooth at each xi ;
Ť
(d) pX X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 qz ni“1 txi u has smooth closed O-fibers;
(e) Y X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is O-finite and Y X H0 X . . . X Hd´1 “ Y 1 X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 “ H.
1

Proof. We first fix some closed immersion X Ă PN
O and use Lemma 2.1.1 to find a hypersurface
1
H0 Ă PN
that
does
not
contain
any
x
,
.
.
.
,
x
,
does
not contain any generic point of an O-fiber of X,
1
n
O
does not contain any generic point η of an O-fiber Y such that η is of height 1 in the corresponding
O-fiber of X, and, using (2.1.6.1), does not contain any point of any txi u X Y (since xi is closed in
its O-fiber, txi u has only finitely many points). In particular, H0 satisfies (a). We then postcompose
1
N
N
with some Veronese embedding PN
O Ă PO to find a closed immersion X Ă PO in which our H0
becomes a hyperplane. By construction, Y X H0 is O-fiberwise of dimension ď d ´ 2. With this H0
fixed, the requirement (e) becomes a requirement on H1 , . . . , Hd´1 .
The rest of the claim is simpler when our Dedekind domain O is a field. Namely, then Lemma 2.1.2
(applied with Z :“ tx1 , . . . , xn u and Z0 “ Z) supplies hypersurfaces H1 , . . . , Hd´1 such that
‚ X X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is of pure dimension 1 and contains x1 , . . . , xn ;
‚ pX

sm

ztx1 , . . . , xn uq X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is O-smooth;

‚ X X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is O-smooth at each xi ;
‚ Y X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is finite and Y X H0 X . . . X Hd´1 “ Y 1 X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 “ H.
2See the first arXiv version of this article for a variant of Proposition 2.1.6 that also builds such a compactification.
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Since X is Cohen–Macaulay and we are iteratively cutting by transversal hypersurfaces, the equations
of the H0 , . . . , Hd´1 form a regular sequence locally on X and (a)–(e) hold.
The remaining case of a semilocal Dedekind domain O that is not a field is more subtle because
some of the xi may lie in the generic O-fiber of X. Thus, we set K :“ FracpOq, let C Ă SpecpOq be
the union of the closed points of SpecpOq, and order x1 , . . . , xn so that x1 , . . . , xn1 with n1 ď n lie
over C and xn1 `1 , . . . , xn lie over the generic point. We consider the reduced closed subscheme
Ů
ε :“ n1 `1ďiďn xi Ă X K
and let Z Ă X be its schematic closure in X. Since xn1 `1 , . . . , xn are closed in the generic fiber and
the local rings of X at the closed points are of dimension ď d ` 1, the scheme Z is semilocal and
either empty or of dimension 1, with closed points that lie over C, with generic points xn1 `1 , . . . , xn ,
and with ZK – ε. The assumption (2.1.6.1) gives Z X Y 1 “ H. We consider the schematic closure
r Ă X of X \ ε: concretely, its ideal sheaf is I “ I X I , so
X
C

r
X

Z

XC

„

O r ÝÑ OX C ˆOZC OZ ,
X

r amounts to giving compatible functions on X and on Z.
to the effect that giving a function on X
C
As in the case when O was a field, by Lemma 2.1.2 applied to the C-fibers of X, there are hypersurfaces
1
H11 , . . . , Hd´1
Ă PN
C

of arbitrarily large and, by the last aspect of Lemma 2.1.2, constant on C degrees that contain
1
ZC , contain x1 , . . . , xn1 , are such that X C X H11 X . . . X Hd´1
is of pure dimension 1, and satisfy
the analogues of (a)–(e) with C, X C , pH0 qC , XC , Y C , x1 , . . . , xn1 , YC1 in place of O, X, H0 , X, Y ,
x1 , . . . , xn , Y 1 , granted that in (d) we also exclude points in ZC : for (e), we use that Z X Y X H0 “ H
by the construction of H0 and that Z X Y 1 “ H by (2.1.6.1). With the Hi1 chosen of large enough
degrees, we then combine the last conclusion of the previous paragraph with [EGA III1 , 2.2.4] to
1
r1, . . . , H
r d´1 Ă PN that vanish on Z, and hence also on each
lift the H11 , . . . , Hd´1
to hypersurfaces H
O
rj .
xn1 `1 , . . . , xn . We let r
hj be a homogeneous polynomial defining H
By prime avoidance [SP, 00DS], for every maximal ideal m Ă O there is a $m P O that maps to a
uniformizer of Om and to a unit in every other local ring of O. Thus, with the degrees of the Hj1 chosen
large enough, we now apply [EGA III1 , 2.2.4] to the generic fiber X K and afterwards multiply by
suitable powers of the $m if needed to iteratively build hypersurfaces H1, aux , . . . , Hd´1, aux Ă PN
K of
r1, . . . , H
r d´1 that pass through xn1 `1 , . . . , xn and whose defining homogeneous
the same degrees as H
polynomials hj, aux have coefficients in O, vanish identically modulo every maximal ideal m Ă O,
and are such that the hj :“ r
hj ` hj, aux form a part of a regular system of parameters of OX, xi .
We define the hypersurface Hj Ă PN
O as the vanishing locus of the homogeneous polynomial hj .
By [EGA IV4 , 17.15.9] and our construction, X K X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 contains xn1 `1 , . . . , xn and is
smooth of dimension 1 at every such xi .
By construction, pHj qC – Hj1 , so, by [SP, 0D4I], the O-fibers of X X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 are of pure
dimension 1. Moreover, we use [EGA IV3 , 11.3.8] to check over C that locally on X the hj form a
regular sequence and that the O-scheme X X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 is O-flat and Cohen–Macaulay. Thus,
(b) holds. Similarly, (c) and (d) follow from the construction and from their counterparts over C.
We use the openness of the quasi-finite locus [SP, 01TI] and the finiteness of proper, quasi-finite
morphisms [SP, 02OG] to check (e) over C.
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We choose OX p1q, H0 , . . . , Hd´1 as in the claim and let hi be a homogeneous defining polynomial of
Hi viewed as a global section of OX pwi q with w0 “ 1. Since h0 trivializes OX p1q away from H0 , the
complement X 1 :“ XzH0 is affine and the h1 , . . . , hd´1 determine an O-morphism
π : X 1 Ñ Ad´1
O

that maps x1 , . . . , xn

d´1
inside the zero section z P AO
pOq.

The z-fiber of π is X 1 X H1 X . . . X Hd´1 . Our S Ă Ad´1
will be a small affine open neighborhood of
O
z (since O is semilocal, by [SP, 00DS], affine opens are cofinal among the neighborhoods of z) and
our U will be a suitably chosen affine open of π ´1 pSq. For such S and U , (i), (ii), and (1) will hold.
As in §2.1.5, we consider the weighted blowup
r :“ Bl ph0 , . . . , hd´1 q,
X
X

which contains XzpX X H0 X . . . X Hd´1 q as an open.

As there, granted that we identify Ad´1
with the affine open of the weighted projective space
O
PO p1, w1 , . . . , wd´1 q given by the locus on which the 0-th standard projective coordinate does not
vanish, π is the restriction of an O-morphism
r Ñ PO p1, w1 , . . . , wd´1 q.
π: X
By [EGA II, 5.5.5], this π inherits projectivity from f . By (e), the closed subscheme Y Ă X is
r and the π-image of Y 1 does not meet z. This image is closed,
simultaneously a closed subscheme of X
´1
so we shrink S to arrange that π pSq X Y 1 “ H. Likewise, we use (e) again and shrink S further to
arrange that it does not meet the π-image of Y X H0 . It then follows that π ´1 pSq X Y “ π ´1 pSq X Y ,
so that, in particular, π ´1 pSq X Y is projective over S. By (e), the z-fiber of Y is finite, so the same
references as at the end of the proof of Claim 2.1.6.2 allow us to shrink S more to arrange that
π ´1 pSq X Y is even finite over S.
Since X 1 is Cohen–Macaulay, O-flat, with O-fibers of pure dimension d, the flatness criteria [EGA IV2 ,
6.1.5], [EGA IV3 , 11.3.11] and (b) ensure that π is flat at every point that lies over z. In other
words, the S-flat locus of X 1 , which, by [EGA IV3 , 11.3.1], is open, contains every point of X 1 above
z. Thus, we may use [SP, 00DS] to choose an S-flat affine open U Ă π ´1 pSq that contains x1 , . . . , xn
and the z-fiber of Y X π ´1 pSq. Thus, the π-image of pY X π ´1 pSqqzU is closed in S and does not
meet z, so we shrink S further to arrange that Y X U “ Y X π ´1 pSq. This ensures that the first
assertion of (3) holds. Moreover, since U is S-flat, (2) follows from (c) and (d). We may then shrink
S further to ensure that Y X U lies in the S-smooth locus of U , so that (3) holds in full.
Being an open of X 1 , our U is Cohen–Macaulay, so its S-flatness ensures that the π-fibers of U are
also Cohen–Macaulay. Thus, by [SP, 02NM], our U is a disjoint union of clopens each of whose
π-fibers are of fixed pure dimension. Thus, since, by (a), the π-fibers of U above points in z are of
pure dimension 1, we may shrink S one final time to ensure that (iii) holds.

2.2. Generically trivial torsors under quasi-split groups lift to relative curves
In practice, we start from a smooth affine open X, not from its projective compactification X. The
following proposition recasts the results of the previous section from this vantage point. We thank
Panin for extracting its formulation from the initial version of this article.
Proposition 2.2.1. For
‚ a semilocal Dedekind ring O;
‚ a smooth O-algebra A that is everywhere of positive relative dimension over O;
‚ x1 , . . . , xn P SpecpAq such that xi maps to a maximal ideal mi Ă O with kxi {kmi separable;
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‚ a closed subscheme Y Ă SpecpAq that is of codimension ě 2;
there are
(i) an affine open U Ă SpecpAq containing all the xi ;
Ů
(ii) an affine open S Ă dě0 AdO ;
(iii) a smooth O-morphism π : U Ñ S of pure relative dimension 1 such that Y X U is S-finite.
Proof. We decompose SpecpOq and X :“ SpecpAq into connected components to assume that O and
A are domains, so that A is of pure relative dimension d ą 0 over O. For each xi , as in beginning
of the proof of Proposition 2.1.6, we use Lemma 2.1.2 to choose an x1i P txi u Ă X that is closed in
its O-fiber such that kx1i is still a separable extension of kmi . We replace the xi by the x1i to ensure
without losing generality that the x1 , . . . , xn are closed in their O-fibers.
We embed X into some affine space over O and then take the schematic image in the corresponding
projective space to build an open immersion X ãÑ X into a projective, flat O-scheme X. On the
generic O-fiber this immersion has dense image, so X K is of pure dimension d. It then follows from
[SP, 0D4J, 02FZ] that X is of pure relative dimension d over O. We will build our U and π from X
via Proposition 2.1.6. To apply the latter, we note that our x1 , . . . , xn are all closed in X and we
now define the relevant X, Y , and Y 1 .
We let Y Ă X be the schematic image of Y and let Y 1 be the reduced complement Y zY , so that
Ť
Y zY 1 “ Y Ă X. By [SP, 01R8], set-theoretically we have Y “ y tyu where y ranges over the
generic points of Y and the closures are in X. Each y is of height ě 2 in X, so each tyu intersects
the O-fiber of X containing y in a closed subscheme of dimension ď d ´ 1 (even ď d ´ 2 if the fiber
is generic). Thus, since tyu has a nonempty open tyu X X, the contribution of y to its O-fiber of Y 1
is of dimension ď d ´ 2. The only situation in which tyu may contribute to other O-fibers of Y 1 is
when y lies in the generic O-fiber of X and O is not a field. However, since the local rings of X
are of dimension ď d ` 1, then the intersection of tyu with any closed O-fiber of X is of dimension
ď d ´ 2. In conclusion, Y 1 is O-fiberwise of dimension ď d ´ 2, that is, O-fiberwise of codimension
ě 2 in X and, likewise, Y is O-fiberwise of codimension ě 1 in X. By construction, x1 , . . . , xn R Y 1 .
Proposition 2.1.6 applies to X, X, x1 , . . . , xn , Y , and Y 1 and gives us the desired U , S, and π,
except that π is only smooth at x1 , . . . , xn and at the points of Y X U . However, the locus where π
is smooth is open in U , so after semilocalizing S at the images of the xi we may use [SP, 00DS] to
shrink U to ensure that the base change of π to this semilocalization is smooth (with (i) and (iii)
intact over the semilocalization). Spreading out then allows us to shrink S and U to ensure that π
is smooth even without the base change to the semilocalization (with (i) and (iii) still intact). 
Remark 2.2.2. It is desirable to remove the assumption that the xi all lie over maximal ideals of
O: this would pave the way for an analogous improvement of Theorem 5.3.1. Without it, however,
we do not know how to ensure that txi u X Y 1 “ H, as is needed for applying Proposition 2.1.6.
The following consequence of Proposition 2.2.1 starts a string of reductions that will eventually lead
us to Theorem 1.2. In comparison to versions in the literature, for instance, to [Fed16b, Prop. 3.5],
the main new phenomena are that the group G is only defined over a small affine C and that CzZ
need not be affine. This will, in particular, cause additional subtleties in §4.2.
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Proposition 2.2.3. For a semilocal Dedekind ring O, the localization R of a smooth O-algebra A
at finitely many primes p that all lie over maximal ideals p1 Ă O with kp {kp1 separable, a quasi-split
reductive R-group G, a Borel R-subgroup B Ă G, and a generically trivial G-torsor E, there are
(i) a smooth, affine R-scheme C of pure relative dimension 1;
(ii) a section s P CpRq;
(iii) an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă C;
(iv) a quasi-split reductive C-group scheme G with a Borel B Ă G whose s-pullback is B Ă G;
(v) a G -torsor E whose s-pullback is E such that E reduces to an Ru pBq-torsor over CzZ.
Proof. We decompose SpecpOq and SpecpRq into connected components to assume that O and R
are domains, and then likewise assume that A is a domain. If A is of relative dimension 0, then R is
a Dedekind domain, so, by [Guo20, Thm. 1.2], our torsor E is trivial and we may choose C “ A1R
and E :“ EA1 , the closed subscheme Z being empty and s being the zero section. Thus, we may
R
assume that A is O-fiberwise of pure dimension d ą 0. Moreover, we localize A and spread out to
assume (abusively, from a notational standpoint) that G, B, and E begin life over A.
By [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 3.6, 3.20], the quotient E{B is representable by a projective A-scheme.
Thus, due to the generic triviality of E and the valuative criterion of properness, there is a closed
subscheme Y Ă SpecpAq of codimension ě 2 such that pE{BqSpecpAqzY has a section that generically
lifts to E, in other words, such that ESpecpAqzY reduces to a generically trivial BSpecpAqzY -torsor E B .
Consider the torus
T :“ B{Ru pBq and the induced TSpecpAqzY -torsor E T :“ E B {Ru pBq.
Since Y is of codimension ě 2 in the regular scheme SpecpAq, by [CTS79, Cor. 6.9], there is a unique
ĂT that extends E T to all of SpecpAq. Since the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture is known
T -torsor E
ĂT is generically trivial, the base change of E
ĂT to SpecpRq is
for tori [CTS87, Thm. 4.1 (i)] and E
ĂT is trivial,
trivial. Thus, we may localize A further around the maximal ideals of R to assume that E
so that E T is also trivial and ESpecpAqzY reduces to an Ru pBq-torsor.
We now apply Proposition 2.2.1 to obtain
‚ an affine open U Ă SpecpAq containing SpecpRq;
‚ an affine open S Ă Ad´1
O ; and
‚ a smooth O-morphism U Ñ S of pure relative dimension 1 such that Y X U is S-finite.
Since R is a localization of the coordinate ring of U , we then set
C :“ U ˆS SpecpRq and Z :“ pY X U q ˆS SpecpRq.
The R-scheme C comes equipped with an R-point s P CpRq induced by the diagonal of SpecpRq over
S, and, by base change, (i)–(iii) hold. Finally, we let G , B, and E be the base changes GW , BW , and
EW , so that, by construction, their s-pullbacks are G, B, and E, respectively. Since U Ă SpecpAq
and, by construction, ESpecpAqzY reduces to an Ru pBq-torsor, the restriction of E to CzZ reduces to
an Ru pBq-torsor. In particular, (iv) and (v) hold.

Remark 2.2.4. Proposition 2.2.3 is significantly simpler in the case when O is a field, in which the
assumption that G be quasi-split could be removed with E in (v) being trivial over CzZ. The main
point is that in this case, even if Y is only of codimension ě 1, as is immediate to arrange from the
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generic triviality of E, one nevertheless gets that Y 1 in the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 of codimension
ě 2 and the argument goes through with no need to worry about B and with E |CzZ even being a
trivial torsor.
3. Changing the relative curve to equate G and GC
To reach our main result on the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture we will gradually simplify the
structure exhibited in Proposition 2.2.3 and eventually reduce to studying G-torsors over A1R . As
the first step towards this, in §3.3 we reduce to the case when the C-group scheme G appearing
there is constant, that is, when G is simply GC . The basic idea is captured by the invariance under
Henselian pairs discussed in §3.1, although retaining the R-finiteness of Z requires a finer technique
and uses suitable compactifications of torsors under tori built in §3.2.
3.1. Invariance under Henselian pairs for isomorphism classes of reductive groups
The goal of this section is to show in Corollary 3.1.3 that reductive group schemes lift uniquely
across Henselian pairs. This result is not used elsewhere in the paper, but it helps motivate the
constructions of §3.3 and it also generalizes [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.21], which treated the case of
Henselian local rings. Its argument is based on the following mild extension of results from [BČ20].
Proposition 3.1.1. Let pA, Iq be a Henselian pair and let G be an A-group scheme.
(a) For a smooth A-scheme X,
XpAq  XpA{Iq,

and, if X is constant, then even

„

XpAq ÝÑ XpA{Iq.

(b) If G is smooth and quasi-separated, then
H 1 pA, Gq ãÑ H 1 pA{I, Gq.
(c) If G is smooth and quasi-affine, then
„

H 1 pA, Gq ÝÑ H 1 pA{I, Gq.
(d) If G » H ¸ G is a semidirect product of an A-group G that becomes constant over a finite
étale cover of A and a quasi-affine, smooth, normal A-subgroup H, the ring A{I is Noetherian,
and its localizations at prime ideals are geometrically unibranch, then
„

H 1 pA, Gq ÝÑ H 1 pA{I, Gq.
Proof. In (a), every A-point and every A{I-point of X factor through a quasi-compact open subscheme, so we lose no generality by assuming that X is quasi-compact. In the constant case, X is
then a finite union of copies of SpecpAq. In effect, in this case, by [SP, 09XI], the clopen subsets of X
are identified with those of XA{I via base change and, by [SP, 09ZL], this identification respects the
property of mapping isomorphically to SpecpAq (resp., to SpecpA{Iq). Since sections of X (resp., of
XA{I ) are precisely such clopens, the claimed bijectivity in the constant case of (a) follows.
For a general X in (a), we only seek the surjectivity, and we will reduce it to when X is not only
quasi-compact but also quasi-separated, which is a case contained in [BČ20, Ex. 2.1.5] (and in which
X was even allowed to be an algebraic space). For this reduction, we use a technique of Gabber that
appeared in [Bha16, Rem. 4.6]. Namely, by [SP, 03K0] and its proof, there is a filtered direct system
of étale X-schemes Xi that are quasi-compact and quasi-separated, are such that Zariski locally on
Xi the structure map Xi Ñ X is an open immersion, and are such that
„

lim
ÝÑi Xi pRq ÝÑ XpRq for every A-algebra R.
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In particular, a fixed A{I-point of X lifts to an A{I-point of some Xi . Since Xi inherits A-smoothness
from X, the known quasi-compact and quasi-separated case of (a) applied to Xi then implies the
desired surjectivity XpAq  XpA{Iq.
Parts (b) and (c) are special cases of [BČ20, Thm. 2.1.6] (whose key input is Tannaka duality for
algebraic stacks [HR19b, 1.5 (ii)] or [BHL17, 1.5], as already alluded to above).
For the rest of proof, we focus on the remaining part (d), in which, by the effectivity of fpqc descent
for ind-quasi-affine schemes [SP, 0APK], our smooth A-group G is ind-quasi-affine.3 In particular,
(b) reduces us to only arguing the surjectivity in (d). For the latter, we first reduce to the case
G “ G with the help of the morphism of short exact sequences of pointed sets
H 1 pA, Hq


„

H 1 pA{I, Hq

/ H 1 pA, Gq

/ / H 1 pA, Gq


/ H 1 pA{I, Gq


/ H 1 pA{I, Gq

and twisting, as follows. The semidirect product decomposition ensures the displayed surjectivity of
a top horizontal arrow and, by (c), the analogue of left vertical map stays bijective for every smooth,
quasi-affine A-group, for instance, for every form of H for the fpqc topology. Moreover, any inner
form of G is an extension of an inner form of G by a form of H. Thus, a diagram chase and the
twisting bijections [Gir71, III, 2.6.1 (i)] show that every GA{I -torsor lifts to a G-torsor granted that
the same holds for G, which achieves the promised reduction to G “ G.
In the remaining case in which G becomes constant over a finite étale cover A1 of A, we fix a
GA{I -torsor E that is to be lifted to a G-torsor. By [SP, 0CB4], the localizations of A1 {IA1 at
prime ideals are geometrically unibranch, so [SGA 3II , X, 5.14] applied to the base changes of E
to the connected components of SpecpA1 {IA1 q shows that E trivializes over some finite étale cover
A1 {IA1 Ñ B. That is, E is described by a section g P GpB bA{I Bq that satisfies the cocycle
r bA B
r
r and we apply (a) over B
condition. We use [SP, 09ZL] to lift B to a finite étale cover A1 Ñ B
r bA Bq
r that satisfies the cocycle condition with
r bA B
r bA B
r to lift g to a section gr P GpB
and over B
r that lifts E (by the effectivity of fpqc
r
respect to A Ñ B. This gr gives rise to the desired G-torsor E
r is even an ind-quasi-affine A-scheme). 
descent for ind-quasi-affine schemes [SP, 0APK], this E
Remark 3.1.2. Without geometric unibranchedness, (d) fails even for G “ Z, see [BČ20, 2.1.7].
Corollary 3.1.3. Let pA, Iq be a Henselian pair and let G and G1 be reductive A-groups.
(a) G has a Borel subgroup (resp., is quasi-split4) if and only if the same holds for GA{I .
„

„

(b) Every A{I-group isomorphism ι : GA{I ÝÑ G1A{I lifts to an A-group isomorphism r
ι : G ÝÑ G1 ,
1
and r
ι may be chosen to respect fixed Borel subgroups G and G granted that ι respects them.
r if either
(c) A reductive A{I-group H lifts (uniquely, by (b)) to a reductive A-group H
(i) A{I is Noetherian and its localizations at prime ideals are geometrically unibranch; or
3We recall from [SP, 0AP6] that an A-scheme is ind-quasi-affine if each of its quasi-compact opens is quasi-affine.

By [SP, 0AP8], this property is fpqc local on A.
4Beyond semilocal bases, quasi-splitness is more than a Borel subgroup: recall from [SGA 3
III new , XXIV, 3.9] that
G is quasi-split if it has a Borel subgroup B Ă G containing a maximal torus T Ă B such that on the scheme DynpGq
of Dynkin diagrams the line bundle given by the universal root space that is simple with respect to B is trivial.
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(ii) the center of H is A{I-fiberwise of rank ď 1, for instance, H is semisimple.
Proof.
(a) By [SGA 3III new , XXII, 5.8.3], the functor that parametrizes the Borel subgroups of G
is representable by a smooth, projective A-scheme B, so [BČ20, 2.1.4] shows that every
A{I-point of B lifts to an A-point. Moreover, since the base is affine, any Borel subgroup of
G has a maximal torus. In addition, by [SGA 3III new , §3.2ff], the scheme of Dynkin diagrams
DynpGq is A-finite, so that, by [SP, 09XK], its coordinate ring is Henselian with respect to
the ideal induced by I. To conclude that G is quasi-split if so is GA{I , it then suffices to
apply Proposition 3.1.1 (c) to the coordinate ring of DynpGq to conclude that
„

PicpDynpGqq ÝÑ PicpDynpGqA{I q.
(b) By [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.9], the functor IsompG, G1 q that parametrizes group isomorphisms
is a torsor under the automorphism functor AutpGq. Thus, [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.3] and
[SP, 0AP8] ensure that IsompG, G1 q is representable by an ind-quasi-affine, smooth A-scheme.
In particular, by [BČ20, 2.1.4], every A{I-point ι of IsompG, G1 q lifts to a desired A-point
r
ι. With fixed Borel subgroups, the argument is the same but uses [SGA 3III new , XXIV,
2.2 (ii) and 2.1] to ensure analogous properties for the functor that parametrizes those group
isomorphisms that preserve fixed Borel subgroups.
(c) By decomposing into clopens and lifting idempotents via [SP, 09XI], we may assume that
the type of the geometric fibers of H is constant (see [SGA 3III new , XXII, 2.8]). We let
H be a split reductive group over A of the same type as H, so that H is a form of HA{I
(see [SGA 3III new , XXII, 2.3]), and hence, by [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.17 (i)], corresponds
to an element x P H 1 pA{I, AutpHqq. By Proposition 3.1.1 (c) and (d) and the structure
of AutpHq described in [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6], the latter lifts to an element
r that lifts H. 
r P H 1 pA, AutpHqq. This x
x
r corresponds to a desired reductive A-group H
Remark 3.1.4. In Corollary 3.1.3 (c), some condition on A or H is necessary: it is not true that
for every Henselian pair pA, Iq, every reductive A{I-group lifts to a reductive A-group. Indeed, such
liftability already fails for tori: if it held, then, by considering those pairs in which A is normal (or
even in which A is a Henselization of some affine space), we could conclude from [SGA 3II , X, 1.3]
that every torus over an affine base splits over a finite étale cover, contradicting [SGA 3II , X, 1.6].
3.2. Compactifications of torsors under tori in a relative setting
The most delicate aspect of equating G and the base change of G lies in retaining a projective
relative curve compactifying the affine open over which G is defined. Our technique for achieving
this hinges on the Bertini theorem applied to suitable compactifications of torsors. Building the
required compactifications is straight-forward when the base is a field: one may simply form a closure
in a projective space. In our mixed characteristic setting, however, we need a finer technique because
our torsor needs to be fiberwise dense in the compactification. The following result, which is a mild
extension of [CTHS05, Cor. 1] (so also of previous work of Brylinski and Künnemann) will suffice for
us because we will use the quasi-splitness of G to reduce to only compactifying torsors under tori.
Theorem 3.2.1. For a Noetherian scheme S, an S-torus T that splits over a finite étale cover of
S, and a T -torsor E that trivializes over a finite étale cover of S, there are a projective, smooth
S-scheme E, a right T -action on E, and a T -equivariant S-fiberwise dense open immersion
E ãÑ E.
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Example 3.2.2. To illustrate the assumption on T , we recall from [SGA 3II , X, 5.16] that T splits
over a finite étale cover if the local rings of S are geometrically unibranch, for instance, if S is normal.
In addition, if S is semilocal, then any finite étale cover that splits T also trivializes E.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. We begin by reducing to the case E “ T as follows. The contracted product
E :“ T ˆT E is an algebraic space (see [SP, 06PH]) that, since T is commutative, inherits a right
T -action from E. Moreover, it comes equipped with an open immersion E ãÑ E that is étale locally
on S isomorphic to T ãÑ T . Thus, for the promised reduction, all we need to check is that this E is a
projective S-scheme. For this, we will only use that there is a finite étale cover S 1 of S such that E S 1
is a projective S 1 -scheme, for instance, S 1 could be a finite étale cover of S trivializing E. Indeed,
1
consider the restriction of scalars E :“ ResS 1 {S pE S 1 q. Its base change to a larger finite étale cover of
S decomposes as a product of copies of E, so, by [CGP15, A.5.8 and its proof] and [EGA II, 5.5.4 (i)],
1
1
this E is a projective S-scheme. By checking étale locally on S, the adjunction morphism E ãÑ E
is a closed immersion (compare with [CGP15, A.5.7]), so E is a projective S-scheme, as promised.
For the remainder of the proof we assume that E “ T and we show how to construct the desired
ι : T ãÑ T by using the results of [CTHS05], where ι was constructed when the base is a field by
using the theory of toric varieties. We decompose S into connected components to assume that it is
connected and let S 1 be a finite étale cover of S splitting T . We may assume that S 1 is connected and
then enlarge it to ensure that it is Galois over S with group G. We claim that it suffices to construct
1
1
an analogous equivariant compactification ι1 : TS 1 ãÑ T over S 1 granted that T is equipped with a
1
G-action (compatibly with the G-action on S 1 , so that the action will be free on T because it so
1
already on S 1 ) and ι1 is G-equivariant. Indeed, by [SP, 07S7], the projectivity of T will ensure that
1
the quotient T :“ T {G is an S-scheme. Moreover, by [SP, 0BD0 (with 0BD2, 0AH6, and 05B5)],
this T will automatically be projective and smooth over S. Thus, we will be able to choose ι to be
1

T – TS 1 {G ãÑ T {G “ T .
1

To build T , we will use [CTHS05, Thm. 1] and the theory of toric varieties, and we begin by noting
that, by functoriality, G acts on the cocharacter lattice L :“ X˚ pTS 1 q, as well as on LR :“ L bZ R.
Let F be a (rational, polyhedral) fan in LR whose associated toric variety is P rkpLq (see, for instance,
[Dan78, 5.3]). This fan need not be G-invariant but, by [CTHS05, Thm. 1], there is a (rational,
polyhedral) fan F 1 in LR that is G-invariant, is a subdivision of F, and is projective and smooth in
the sense that its associated toric variety is projective and smooth (projectivity and smoothness
can also be expressed combinatorially in terms of F 1 , see [Dan78, 3.3] and [CTHS05, Prop. 1]). The
construction [Dan78, 5.2] that builds the toric variety associated to F 1 adapts to any base, so we
1
obtain a flat, finitely presented S 1 -scheme T equipped with a TS 1 -action, a compatible G-action, and
1
an S 1 -fiberwise dense, TS 1 -equivariant and G-equivariant open immersion ι1 : TS 1 ãÑ T over S 1 . By
1
[Dan78, 3.3] applied S 1 -fiberwise, T is S 1 -smooth, so it remains to argue that it is projective over S 1 .
1

Due to its combinatorial definition, the S 1 -scheme T descends to a scheme over SpecpZq, so
[Dan78, 5.5.6] and its proof, which is based on the finer than usual form [EGA II, 7.3.10 (ii)] of the
1
valuative criterion of properness, imply that T is proper over S 1 . In combinatorial terms, the fact
that F 1 is projective means that there exists a function h : LR Ñ R that is strictly upper convex in
the sense that, letting F 1 top Ă F 1 denote the subset of top-dimensional cones, there are linear forms
t`σ uσPF 1 top Ă HomZ pL, Zq “ X ˚ pT q
satisfying `σ pxq ě hpxq for all x P LR with equality if and only if x P σ (see [CTHS05, Prop. 1]
and [Oda88, 2.12]). This last requirement uniquely determines the characters `σ because each σ is
top-dimensional. Thus, as in [Oda88, Prop. 2.1 (i) and its proof], the function h, more precisely,
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1

the `σ , define a line bundle Lh on T . By [EGA IV3 , 9.6.4], checking that Lh is ample over S 1 can
be done S 1 -fiberwise. Consequently, [Oda88, Prop. 2.1 (vi), Cor. 2.14, and their proofs] imply the
1
S 1 -ampleness of Lh , and hence the S 1 -projectivity of T .

We now use the compactifications supplied by Theorem 3.2.1 and the Bertini theorem of Lemma 2.1.2
to build finite étale covers that over a semilocal, geometrically unibranch bases trivialize torsors
under tori compatibly with predetermined trivializations over closed subschemes. This is based on
the following general lemma that we learned from the argument of [OP01, Lem. 7.2] and that was
also pointed out to us by Uriya First.
Lemma 3.2.3. For a semilocal ring A, an ideal I Ă A, a projective, finitely presented A-scheme X,
an A-smooth open U Ă X of pure relative dimension d over A that is dense in the closed A-fibers of
r with an A{I-point a : A
r  A{I
X, and an A{I-point u P U pA{Iq, there are a finite étale A-algebra A
r whose a-pullback is u.
r P U pAq
and a u
Proof. By replacing U by a finite union of some of its open affines if needed, we may assume that U is
quasi-compact. Then a limit argument allows us to assume (mostly for comfort) that A is Noetherian.
By decomposing into connected components, we may also assume that SpecpAq is connected. Finally,
we fix a projective embedding X ãÑ PnA and postcompose it with a linear change of projective
coordinates if necessary to arrange that u is the origin A{I-point r0 : . . . : 0 : 1s P PnA pA{Iq.
Let C Ă SpecpAq be the union of the closed points. Since pXzU qC is of dimension less than d,
we may apply Lemma 2.1.2, with Z “ Z0 there being the image of our uC , to find hypersurfaces
H1 , . . . , Hd Ă XC of large enough and constant on C degrees such that H1 X . . . X Hd lies in UC , is
finite étale over C, and contains u. Granted that these degrees are sufficiently large, [EGA III1 , 2.2.4]
allows us to lift the Hi to hypersurfaces H11 , . . . , Hd1 Ă XC 1 where C 1 Ă SpecpAq is the closed
subscheme that is the union of SpecpA{Iq and C. Moreover, we may choose these lifts in such a way
that they contain u: indeed, we arranged uA{I to be r0 : . . . : 0 : 1s, so ensuring u P Hi1 pA{Iq amounts
to lifting a defining equation of Hi in such a way that the coefficient of the monomial that is a power
of the last variable stays zero. Once such Hi1 of large degrees are fixed, we apply [EGA III1 , 2.2.4]
r1, . . . , H
r d Ă X, which, by construction, contain u.
again to lift them to hypersurfaces H
r1 X . . . X H
r d lies in U and contains u. By
By construction, the scheme-theoretic intersection Zr :“ H
the openness of the quasi-finite locus [SP, 01TI] and the finiteness or proper, quasi-finite morphisms
[SP, 02OG], the A-scheme Zr is finite. By [EGA IV3 , 11.3.8], it is A-flat at its closed points, so the
openness of the flat locus [EGA IV3 , 11.3.1] ensures that it is A-flat. Thus, by checking over C,
r for a finite étale A-algebra A
r that is
we find that Zr is étale over A. In conclusion, Zr “ SpecpAq
r  A{I that corresponds to u. The inclusion Zr Ă U corresponds
equipped with an A{I-point a : A
r
r
r P U pAq whose a-pullback is u.
to the desired A-point u

Corollary 3.2.4. For a semilocal Noetherian ring A whose localizations at prime ideals are geometrically unibranch, an ideal I Ă A, an A-torus T , a T -torsor E, and an e P EpA{Iq, there are a finite
r equipped with an A{I-point a : A
r  A{I and an er P EpAq
r whose a-pullback is e.
étale A-algebra A
r to be finite over A, then the claim follows from a general invariance of sets of
If we do not require A
torsors under Henselian pairs [BČ20, 2.1.6] applied to the Henselization of A along I.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1 and Example 3.2.2, there are a projective, smooth A-scheme E Ă PnA of
relative dimension d :“ rkpT q and an A-fiberwise dense open immersion E ãÑ E. To obtain the
desired conclusion, it then remains to apply Lemma 3.2.3 with X “ E and U “ E.

Remark 3.2.5. For context, we recall from [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 4.1.6] that any torsor under a
reductive group scheme over a semilocal Noetherian ring whose localizations at prime ideals are
geometrically unibranch trivializes over a finite étale cover. We do not know, however, if the finer
property recorded in Corollary 3.2.4 also holds beyond the case of torsors under tori settled above.
3.3. Changing the Cohen–Macaulay relative curve to make G constant
We now reduce to the situation in which the group G is simply the base change GD in Proposition 3.3.2.
The intuition for this is supplied by Corollary 3.1.3: the group G becomes isomorphic to GD over an
étale neighborhood of the section s in D, so the task is to shrink D around s. The main subtlety lies
in retaining the R-finiteness of the closed subscheme Z Ă D, which means that we need to equate G
and GD over a finite étale neighborhood of s in D. The eventual source of such a neighborhood is the
following refinement of Corollary 3.1.3 that is similar in spirit to [OP01, Prop. 7.1], [PSV15, Prop. 5.1],
or [Pan16, Prop. 6.0.18]. In its proof, to overcome mixed characteristic phenomena not witnessed in
these references we rely on compactifications of torsors under tori constructed in §3.2.
Proposition 3.3.1. For a semilocal Noetherian ring A whose localizations at prime ideals are
geometrically unibranch, an ideal I Ă A, reductive A-groups G and G1 that on geometric A-fibers
have the same type, Borel subgroups B Ă G and B 1 Ă G1 , and an A{I-group isomorphism
„

ι : GA{I ÝÑ G1A{I

with

1
ιpBA{I q “ BA{I
,

there are
r equipped with an A{I-point a : A
r  A{I; and
(i) a finite étale A-algebra A
„
r
ι : GAr ÝÑ G1r with r
ιpBArq “ B 1r whose a-pullback is ι.
(ii) an A-group
isomorphism r
A

A

r be finite: without this, the assertion would be a special case of Corollary 3.1.3.
It is key that A Ñ A
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Corollary 3.1.3, we consider the smooth, ind-quasi-affine scheme
X :“ IsomppG, Bq, pG1 , B 1 qq.
We need to show that X has the following property, which we call property p‹q: for every ι P XpA{Iq,
r an A{I-point a : A
r  A{I, and a r
r with a-pullback ι.
there are a finite étale A-algebra A,
ι P XpAq
By [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 2.2 (ii)], the Borel subgroup B Ă Gad that corresponds to B Ă G acts freely
on X and the quotient X :“ X{B is the functor that parametrizes exterior isomorphisms between
G and G1 . By [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.10 and 1.3 (iii)], the condition on the geometric fibers of G
and G1 ensures that X is representable by a fiberwise nonempty A-scheme that becomes constant
étale locally on A. Thus, by [SGA 3II , X, 5.14] (with [EGA I, 6.1.9]), the geometrically unibranch
assumption ensures that the connected components of X are open subschemes that are finite étale
over A. The A{I-point ι of X induced by ι meets finitely many such components, whose union is then
the spectrum of a finite étale A-algebra A1 . In effect, we may replace A by A1 (whose localizations
at prime ideals are still geometrically unibranch by [SP, 06DM]), the ideal I by KerpA1  A{Iq, and
X by the B A1 -torsor X ˆX SpecpA1 q to reduce to showing that every B-torsor Y has property p‹q.
By [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 2.1], the unipotent radical U :“ Ru pBq is an iterated extension of powers
r and a that appear in property p‹q, we have H 1 pA,
r U q “ t˚u and the map
of Ga . Thus, for any A
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r  U pA{Iq is surjective. Consequently, letting T :“ B{U be the indicated A-torus, we
U paq : U pAq
are reduced to showing property p‹q for the T -torsor Y :“ Y {U . This, however, is Corollary 3.2.4. 
We are ready to simplify Proposition 2.2.3 as follows.
Proposition 3.3.2. For a semilocal Dedekind ring O, the localization R of a smooth O-algebra at
finitely many primes p that all lie over maximal ideals p1 Ă O with kp {kp1 separable, a quasi-split
reductive R-group G, a Borel R-subgroup B Ă G, and a generically trivial G-torsor E, there are
(i) a smooth, affine R-scheme C of pure relative dimension 1;
(ii) a section s P CpRq;
(iii) an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă C;
(iv) a GC -torsor E whose s-pullback is E such that E reduces to an Ru pBq-torsor over CzZ.
Proof. We decompose SpecpRq into connected components to assume that R is a domain. By
Proposition 2.2.3, there are such C, s, Z, and E , except that E there is a torsor under a quasi-split
reductive C-group scheme G that may not be GC but that comes equipped with a Borel C-subgroup
B Ă G whose s-pullback is B Ă G. We replace C by its connected component containing the image
of s to arrange that C be connected. Thus, the geometric C-fibers of G and GC are of constant
types, so that, by the condition on the s-pullback, these types are the same.
To replace B Ă G by BC Ă GC , we first use prime avoidance [SP, 00DS] to construct the
semilocalization SpecpAq of C at the union of the closed points of Z and of those of the image of s.
Since SpecpAq lies in the R-smooth locus of C, the ring A is regular. The image of s gives rise to a
closed subscheme SpecpRq Ă SpecpAq cut out by an ideal I Ă A and, by assumption, BA{I Ă GA{I
r
agrees with B Ă G. Thus, by Proposition 3.3.1, there is a finite étale SpecpAq-scheme SpecpAq
equipped with an R-point sr lifting s such that BAr Ă GAr is isomorphic to BAr Ă GAr compatibly
r Ñ SpecpAq to a finite étale
with the fixed identification of sr-pullbacks. We may spread out SpecpAq
1
1
r
morphism C Ñ C for some affine open C Ă C that contains Z and the image of s, while preserving
r
an sr P CpRq
and an isomorphism between BCr Ă GCr and BCr Ă GCr . To arrive at the desired
r sr, Z ˆC C,
r and E ˆC C,
r respectively. 
conclusion, it then remains to replace C, s, Z, and E by C,
4. Changing the relative curve to A1R
Having corrected G , our next goal is to reduce to the case when the affine relative curve C is A1R .
After building a required map C Ñ A1R in §4.1, we achieve this reduction by patching in §4.2.
4.1. A Lindel trick in the setting of Cohen–Macaulay relative curves
In §4.2, we will use patching to replace the relative curve C in Proposition 3.3.2 by A1R . For this, we
need a suitable flat morphism C Ñ A1R , whose construction is the goal of this section. We summarize
the resulting relevant for us refinement of Proposition 3.3.2 in Proposition 4.1.5.
For patching to apply, it is key to arrange that on some open subscheme C 1 Ă C containing Z
our desired flat map C Ñ A1R does not change Z in the sense that the latter is precisely the
scheme-theoretic preimage in C 1 of some closed subscheme Z 1 Ă A1R to which Z maps isomorphically.
This is reminiscent of Lindel’s insight [Lin81, p. 321, Lemma] that led to the resolution of the
Bass–Quillen conjecture in the “geometric” case and says that an étale map B Ñ A of local rings
with the same residue field is an isomorphism modulo powers of a well-chosen element in the maximal
ideal of B (compare also with [CTO92, Lem. 1.2] or [CT95, §3.7 and proof of Thm. 5.1.1]). In our
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situation, however, there is a basic obstruction to the existence of Z 1 : if some residue fields of R
are finite, then Z could have too many rational points to fit into A1R . The purpose of the following
minor adjustment essentially taken from the literature is to circumvent this obstacle.
Lemma 4.1.1. For a semilocal ring R, a quasi-projective, finitely presented R-scheme C, its R-finite
r Ñ C that is étale at the points
closed subscheme Z, and an s P ZpRq, there is a finite morphism C
r such that s lifts to sr P CpRq
r
in Zr :“ Z ˆC C
and, for every maximal ideal m Ă R, we have
#tz P Zrkm | rkz : km s “ du ă #tz P A1km | rkz : km s “ du

for every

dě1

(a vacuous condition if the residue field km is infinite).
Proof. The lemma is a variant of, for instance, [Pan17, Lem. 6.1] or [Fed16b, Lem. 5.1], and we
will prove it by using similar arguments as there due to Panin. Since R is semilocal, the finite
R-scheme Z has finitely many closed points, which all lie over maximal ideals of R. Thus, we begin
by using Lemma 2.1.1 to construct the semilocalization S of C at the closed points of Z, so that Z
is also a closed subscheme of S and s P SpRq. It then suffices to construct a finite étale S-scheme
r
Sr such that s lifts to an R-point sr P SpRq
and the preimage Zr Ă Sr of Z satisfies the displayed
inequalities: indeed, once this is done, we may first spread Sr out to a finite étale scheme over an
open neighborhood of S in C and then form its schematic image [SP, 01R8] in the factorization
r Ñ C.
supplied by Zariski’s main theorem [EGA IV4 , 18.12.13] to further extend to a desired finite C
We view s as a closed subscheme SpecpRq Ă Z and we list the closed points of Z (that is, of S):
‚ the closed points y1 , . . . , ym of Z not in s with an infinite residue field;
‚ the closed points z1 , . . . , zn of Z not in s with a finite residue field;
1 of s with an infinite residue field;
‚ the closed points y11 , . . . , ym
1

‚ the closed points z11 , . . . , zn1 1 of s with a finite residue field.
For any N ą 1, we may choose monic polynomials
‚ fyi P kyi rts that are products of N distinct linear factors; and
‚ fzj P kzj rts that are irreducible of degree N .
Likewise, we we may choose a monic polynomial fs P tRrts of degree N such that
‚ the image of fs in each kyi1 rts is a product of N distinct linear factors; and
‚ the image of fs in each kzj1 rts is a product of t and an irreducible polynomial not equal to t.
Ů
Ůn
Finally, since s \ m
i“1 yi \
j“1 zj is a closed subscheme of S, by lifting coefficients we may choose
a monic polynomial f P ΓpS, OS qrts of degree N that restricts to fyi on each yi , to fzj on each zj ,
r which, by construction, is equipped with
and to fs on s. This f defines a finite étale S-scheme S,
r
an R-point sr P SpRq lifting s (cut out by the factor t of fs ) and is such that the number of closed
points with finite residue fields in the preimage Zr Ă Sr of Z stays bounded as N grows but, except
for the points in sr, the cardinalities of these residue fields grow uniformly. Thus, since, for a finite
field F, the number of closed points of A1F with a given residue field grows unboundedly together
with the degree of that residue field over F, for large N our Sr meets the requirements.

We turn to the Lindel trick in our setting, namely, to building the desired flat map C Ñ A1R
in Lemma 4.1.3. Its numerous variants appeared in works of Panin, for instance, in [OP99, §5],
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[PSV15, Thm. 3.4], or [Pan17, Thm. 3.8], but with the more stringent smoothness assumption on C,
and preparation lemmas of similar flavor can be traced back at least to [Gab94, Lem. 3.1] (compare
also with [CTHK97, Thm. 3.1.1]). As we show, Cohen–Macaulayness of C suffices. The argument
uses the following simple lemma that characterizes residue fields of closed points on smooth curves.
Lemma 4.1.2. For a field k, a smooth connected k-curve C, and a closed point c P C, the extension
kc {k is generated by a single element, that is, kc is the residue field of a closed point of A1k .
Proof. By [EGA IV4 , 17.11.4], an open neighborhood U Ă C of c has an étale k-morphism U Ñ A1k .
Thus, there is a subextension `{k of kc {k generated by a single element with kc {` separable. By
the primitive element theorem, we need to check that this forces kc {k to only have finitely many
subextensions k 1 {k. Since there are finitely many possibilities for k 1 X `, we replace k by k 1 X ` to
reduce to considering those k 1 for which k 1 X ` “ k. Like any finite separable extension, the separable
closure of k in kc has only finitely many subextensions. Thus, there are finitely many possibilities for
the maximal separable subextension k 2 {k of k 1 {k. By replacing k by k 2 and ` by k 2 `, we therefore
reduce to the case when k 1 {k is purely inseparable. Then the subextension k 1 `{` of the separable
extension kc {` is also purely inseparable, to the effect that k 1 Ă `. However, `{k is generated by a
single element, so, by the primitive element theorem, it has only finitely many subextensions. 
Lemma 4.1.3. For
‚ a semilocal ring R;
‚ a flat, affine R-scheme C with Cohen–Macaulay fibers of pure dimension 1;
‚ R-finite closed subschemes Y Ă C and Z Ă C sm such that, for every maximal ideal m Ă R,
#tz P Zkm | rkz : km s “ du ă #tz P A1km | rkz : km s “ du

for every

dě1

(a vacuous condition if the residue field km is infinite);
there are
(i) an affine open C 1 Ă C containing Y and Z;
(ii) a quasi-finite, flat R-map C 1 Ñ A1R that maps Z isomorphically onto a closed subscheme
Z 1 Ă A1R

such that

Z – Z 1 ˆA1 C 1 ;
R

so that, in particular, C 1 Ñ A1R is étale along Z and, for every n ě 0, maps the n-th infinitesimal
neighborhood of Z in C 1 isomorphically to the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood of Z 1 in A1R .
Proof.5 The étaleness follows from the flatness and the isomorphy over Z 1 of the map C 1 Ñ A1R , and
it implies the infinitesimal neighborhood aspect. For the rest, every closed point z P Z lies over
some maximal ideal m Ă R and, since z P Cksm
, the ideal sheaf Iz Ă OCkm is generated at z by a
m
uniformizer uz P OCkm , z . Consequently, by [BouAC, IX, §3, no. 3, Thm. 1], the thickening
εz :“ SpecO

Ck
m

pOCkm {Iz2 q is isomorphic to

Specpkz ruz s{pu2z qq.

Letting y range over the closed points of Y not in Z and z range over the closed points of Z, we set
Ů
Ů
Ů
Ů
εY :“ y y Ă C, εZ :“ z εz Ă C, and ε :“ εY \ εZ “ y y \ z εz Ă C.
5We loosely follow [Pan17, proof of Thm. 3.8], with several improvements and simplifications whose purpose is to

avoid assuming that C be R-smooth or that R be the semilocal ring at finitely many closed points of a smooth variety
over a field. Notably, in Remark 4.1.4 we give a more direct and more general argument for the final portion of loc. cit.
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By Lemma 4.1.2 and the assumption on the numbers of points of Zkm , we may find an R-morphism
Ů
j : ε Ñ m A1km Ă A1R that restricts to a closed immersion εZ ãÑ A1R
and, for each m, maps the points of εY above m to an km -point of A1km zεZ . We fix two disjoint sets
of closed points
d1 , . . . , dn P CzpY Y Zq and d11 , . . . , d1n1 P CzpY Y Zq
lying over maximal ideals of R such that each set jointly meets every irreducible component of
Ů
Ů 1
every closed R-fiber of C. Since ε Y ni“1 di Y ni“1 d1i is a closed subscheme of C, we may find an
s P ΓpC, OC q that
‚ vanishes on every di but does not vanish on any d1i ;
‚ on ε equals the j-pullback of the coordinate of A1R .
By mapping the coordinate of A1R to s, we obtain an R-morphism
π : C Ñ A1R .
The behavior of s at di and d1i ensures that the locus where π is quasi-finite, which, by [SP, 01TI],
is an open of C, contains every closed R-fiber of C. In particular, we may use prime avoidance
[SP, 00DS] to replace C by some affine open subset containing Y and Z (equivalently, containing
the closed points of Y and Z) to arrange that π is quasi-finite.
Since C is R-flat with Cohen–Macaulay fibers of pure dimension 1, the flatness criteria [EGA IV2 ,
6.1.5], [EGA IV3 , 11.3.11] ensure that π is flat. By construction π|ε “ j, so, by checking on the
closed R-fibers, [EGA IV4 , 17.11.1] shows
that π is étale around Z. Since Zkm and εZ have the
Ů
same underlying reduced subscheme z z, the agreement with j also shows that π|Zkm is a closed
immersion. Since Z is R-finite, Nakayama lemma [SP, 00DV] then ensures that π|Z is also a closed
immersion, so that π maps Z isomorphically onto a closed subscheme Z 1 Ă A1R .
A section of a separated, étale morphism is an isomorphism onto a clopen subscheme, so the étaleness
of π around Z gives a decomposition
π ´1 pZ 1 q “ Z \ Z 2
for some R-quasi-finite closed subscheme Z 2 Ă C. By the agreement with j, the image under π of
every closed point of Y not in Z does not lie in Z 1 , to the effect that Y X Z 2 “ H. Thus, prime
avoidance [SP, 00DS] supplies a global section of C that vanishes on Z 2 but does not vanish at any
closed point of Y or Z. By inverting this section, we obtain the desired affine open C 1 Ă C.

Remark 4.1.4. If SpecpRq is connected, then any R-(finite locally free) closed subscheme Z 1 Ă A1R
is cut out by a monic polynomial. This holds for any ring R with a connected spectrum: the
coordinate t of A1R acts by multiplication on the projective R-module ΓpZ 1 , OZ 1 q, the characteristic
polynomial of this action is monic and cuts out an R-(finite locally free) closed subscheme H Ă A1R ,
and Cayley–Hamilton implies that Z 1 Ă H inside A1R , so, by comparing ranks over R, even Z 1 “ H.
We now refine Proposition 3.3.2 to the following statement adapted to passing to A1R via patching.
Proposition 4.1.5. For a semilocal Dedekind ring O, the localization R of a smooth O-algebra at
finitely many primes p that all lie over maximal ideals p1 Ă O with kp {kp1 separable, a quasi-split
reductive R-group G, a Borel R-subgroup B Ă G, and a generically trivial G-torsor E, there are
(i) a smooth, affine R-scheme C of pure relative dimension 1;
(ii) a section s P CpRq;
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(iii) an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă C;
(iv) a GC -torsor E whose s-pullback is E such that E reduces to a Ru pBq-torsor over CzZ;
(v) a flat R-map C Ñ A1R that maps Z isomorphically onto a closed subscheme Z 1 Ă A1R with
Z – Z 1 ˆA1 C.
R

Proof. Proposition 3.3.2 supplies C, s, Z, and E that satisfy the present (i)–(iv). We view s as a
closed subscheme of C and we apply Lemma 4.1.1 to the R-finite closed subscheme pZ Y sqred of C
to see that we may change C to assume that, in addition, for every maximal ideal m Ă R,
#tz P Zkm | rkz : km s “ du ă #tz P A1km | rkz : km s “ du for every d ě 1.
This allows us to apply Lemma 4.1.3 with Y “ s to shrink C and to arrange (v).



4.2. Descending to A1R via patching
With the suitable flat map C Ñ A1R already built in Proposition 4.1.5, descending the GC -torsor EC
to A1R concerns patching along the closed subscheme Z. Since our Z need not be cut out by a single
equation (relatedly, CzZ need not be affine), this patching is slightly more delicate than its most
frequently encountered instances. Its precise statement is captured by the following lemma, which
follows from more general results of Moret-Bailly [MB96] (for our purposes, we could also get by
with the more basic patching of Ferrand–Raynaud [FR70, Prop. 4.2]).
Lemma 4.2.1. Let S 1 Ñ S be an affine, flat scheme map whose base change to a closed subscheme
Z Ă S cut out by a quasi-coherent ideal sheaf of finite type is an isomorphism and let U 1 Ñ U be
the base change to U :“ SzZ. For a quasi-affine, flat, finitely presented S-group scheme G, base
change induces an equivalence from the category of G-torsors to the category of triples consisting of
a GS 1 -torsor, a GU -torsor, and a GU 1 -torsor isomorphism between the two base changes to U 1 .
„

Of course, the isomorphism condition Z ˆS S 1 ÝÑ Z ensures that S 1 and U jointly cover S.
Proof. By [SP, 06FI], the classifying S-stack BG is algebraic and, by descent, its diagonal inherits
quasi-affineness from G. Thus, the assertion is a special case of [MB96, Cor. 6.5.1 (a)].

To be able to apply Lemma 4.2.1 in our setting, we need to descend EU zZ to a G-torsor over A1R zZ 1 .
To achieve this, we will use the following excision result that is similar (but simpler) than its
counterparts that recently appeared in [ČS19, Thm. 5.4.4] and in [BČ20, §2.3].
Lemma 4.2.2. Let S 1 Ñ S be a flat morphism of affine, Noetherian schemes whose base change to
a closed subscheme Z Ă S is an isomorphism, and let U 1 Ñ U be the base change to U :“ SzZ.
(a) For a quasi-coherent OS -module F (or even a complex of such OS -modules), we have
„

RΓZ pS, F q ÝÑ RΓZ pS 1 , FS 1 q.
(b) For an affine, smooth S-group (resp., U -group) F with a filtration F “ F0 Ą F1 Ą . . . Ą Fn “ 0
by normal, affine, smooth S-subgroups (resp., U -subgroups) such that, for all i ě 0, the quotient
Fi {Fi`1 is a vector group (resp., that is also central in F {Fi`1 ), the map
H 1 pU, F q Ñ H 1 pU 1 , F q

has trivial kernel (resp., is surjective).

Proof.
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(a) We let A and A1 be the coordinate rings of S and S 1 , respectively. By [SP, 0ALZ, 0955],
„

RΓZ pS, F q bLA A1 ÝÑ RΓZ pS 1 , FS 1 q.
Thus, since A1 is A-flat, to obtain (a) it remains to note that, by [SP, 05E9], we have
„

HZi pS, F q ÝÑ HZi pS, F q bA A1

for all i P Z.

(b) In the case when F is an S-group, the vanishing of quasi-coherent cohomology of affine
schemes and the assumed filtration show that both H 1 pS, F q and H 1 pS 1 , F q vanish. Thus, the
assertion about the kernel simply amounts to the claim that every FU -torsor that trivializes
over U 1 extends to an F -torsor. This, however, is immediate from Lemma 4.2.1.
For the surjectivity assertion, we will induct on n. We begin with the case n “ 1, in which
F itself is the vector group associated to some vector bundle F on U . By applying (a) to
j˚ pF q, where j : U ãÑ S is the indicated open immersion, and again using the vanishing of
quasi-coherent cohomology of affine schemes, we find that, for all i ě 1, even
H i pU, F q – H i pU, F q – HZi`1 pS, j˚ pF qq

(a)
„

/ H i`1 pS 1 , j˚ pF qq – H i pU 1 , FU 1 q – H i pU 1 , F q.
Z

For the inductive step, we assume that n ą 1 and combine the inductive hypothesis, the
preceding display for Fn´1 , and the nonabelian cohomology sequences [Gir71, IV, 4.2.10] of a
central extension to obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
H 1 pU, Fn´1 q


„

H 1 pU 1 , Fn´1 q

/ H 1 pU, F q

/ H 1 pU, F {Fn´1 q

/ H 2 pU, Fn´1 q







/ H 1 pU 1 , F q

/ H 1 pU 1 , F {Fn´1 q

„

/ H 2 pU 1 , Fn´1 q.

We fix an α1 P H 1 pU 1 , F q that we wish to lift to H 1 pU, F q and note that, by a diagram chase,
there at least is an α P H 1 pU, F q whose image in H 1 pU 1 , F {Fn´1 q agrees with that of α1 .
Every inner fpqc form of F inherits an analogous filtration, even with the same subquotients
Fi {Fi`1 , so the change of origin bijections [Gir71, III, 2.6.1 (i)] allow us to twist F and reduce
to the case when the common image of α and α1 in H 1 pU 1 , F {Fn´1 q vanishes. In this case,
however, the surjectivity of the left vertical arrow suffices.

Example 4.2.3. For example, F in Lemma 4.2.2 (b) could be the unipotent radical Ru pP q of a
parabolic S-subgroup (resp., U -subgroup) P of a reductive S-group (resp., U -group) G: in this case,
[SGA 3III new , XXVI, 2.1] supplies the desired filtration.
We can now reduce to the case when the relative curve C in Proposition 4.1.5 is A1R .
Proposition 4.2.4. For a semilocal Dedekind ring O, the localization R of a smooth O-algebra at
finitely many primes p that all lie over maximal ideals p1 Ă O with kp {kp1 separable, a quasi-split
reductive R-group G, and a generically trivial G-torsor E, there are
(i) a closed subscheme Z Ă A1R that is finite over R;
(ii) a GA1 -torsor E whose pullback along the zero section is E such that E is trivial over A1R zZ.
R

Proof. Let B Ă G be a Borel R-subgroup. Proposition 4.1.5 supplies a quasi-finite, affine, flat
R-morphism π : C Ñ A1R whose base change to an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă A1R (called Z 1
there) is an isomorphism, as well as an s P CpRq and a GU -torsor Er (called E there) with s-pullback
E such that Er reduces to a Ru pBq-torsor over Czπ ´1 pZq. By Lemma 4.2.2 (b) and Example 4.2.3,
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this Ru pBq-torsor descends to a Ru pBq-torsor over A1R zZ, so ErCzπ´1 pZq descends to a GA1 zZ -torsor.
R
The patching lemma 4.2.1 then ensures that Er itself descends to a G 1 -torsor E that reduces to a
AR

Ru pBq-torsor over A1R zZ. By postcomposing with a change of coordinate automorphism of A1R to
ensure that s map to the zero section of A1R , we make the pullback of E along the zero section be E.
Finally, we apply Lemma 2.1.1 to P1R to enlarge Z Ă A1R to be a hypersurface in P1R . This ensures
that A1R zZ is affine, so that, due to the filtration of Ru pBq by vector groups as in Example 4.2.3
and the vanishing of quasi-coherent cohomology of affine schemes, our EA1 zZ is even trivial.

R

5. Torsors over A1R via the geometry of the affine Grassmannian
Our final task is to study generically trivial torsors over A1R , which may be viewed as a problem
of Bass–Quillen type beyond the case of vector bundles (that is, beyond GLn -torsors). For this,
we follow arguments of Fedorov from [Fed18], with some minor simplifications. The cases when
the group G is either semisimple simply connected or split are simpler, see Proposition 5.2.2. To
approach more general G, one employs geometric properties of affine Grassmannians described in
§5.1, the main conclusion about torsors now being Proposition 5.2.4 (see also Corollary 5.2.6 for a
simpler statement when G is quasi-split). Once we carry out this analysis in §5.2, we conclude our
proof of the unramified case of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture for quasi-split G in §5.3.
5.1. Lifting field-valued points of the neutral component of the affine Grassmannian
The geometric input about affine Grassmannians that we need is the surjectivity of GrpGder qsc Ñ Gr0G
on field-valued points. This map is even an isomorphism if G is semisimple and the degree of the
isogeny Gsc Ñ G is invertible on the base (see [Zhu17, 1.3.11 (3)]). Without the assumption on this
degree, however, the geometry of the affine Grassmannian GrG becomes more delicate (see [HLR20]),
and to reach the desired lifting in Corollary 5.1.4 we use an argument suggested by Timo Richarz.
5.1.1. The affine Grassmannian. For a reductive group G over a field k, the affine Grassmannian
GrG is the functor that to a k-algebra R associates the set of isomorphism classes of pairs pE , τ q
„
consisting of a GRJtK -torsor E and a trivialization τ : ERpptqq ÝÑ GRpptqq of the induced torsor over Rpptqq.
By, for instance, [Zhu17, 1.2.2], the functor GrG is representable by an ind-projective ind-scheme.
Concretely, consider the loop and the positive loop groups of G defined as the respective functors
LG : R ÞÑ GpRpptqqq and L` G : R ÞÑ GpRJtKq,
which are representable by a group ind-affine ind-scheme (resp., by an affine group scheme) over k.
The subfunctor of GrG that parametrizes those pairs in which E is trivial is the presheaf quotient
LG{L` G Ă GrG .

(5.1.1.1)

A general E trivializes over R1 JtK for a faithfully flat, étale R-algebra R1 (see Proposition 3.1.1 (c)), so
this inclusion exhibits GrG as the étale sheafification of LG{L` G. Moreover, whenever no nontrivial
GRJtK -torsor trivializes over Rpptqq, as happens, for instance, when R is a field (see §1.4 (2)) or for
any R when G is either a torus or a strongly inner form of GLn (see Proposition 3.1.1 (c) and
[BČ20, 2.1.24, 3.1.7]), the inclusion (5.1.1.1) induces an equality on R-points:
GrG pRq – GpRpptqqq{GpRJtKq.
In addition, in general the group L` G acts on GrG by left multiplication, and one may write GrG as
the increasing union of L` G-invariant projective subschemes (for this one fixes a closed immersion
G ãÑ GLn and uses the resulting closed immersion GrG ãÑ GrGLn , see the proof of [Zhu17, 1.2.2]).
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The scheme L` G is connected because the fibers of the “reduction modulo t” map L` G Ñ G are
infinite-dimensional affine spaces. In turn, by [PR08, Thm. 5.1], the map LG Ñ GrG induces
a bijection on sets of geometric connected components, these components are all clopen, and, if
G is semisimple and simply connected, then both LG and GrG are geometrically connected. In
general, the neutral components, that is, the connected components LG0 Ă LG and Gr0G Ă GrG
containing the class of the identity, are geometrically connected (as is any connected k-scheme X
with Xpkq ‰ H, see [EGA IV2 , 4.5.13]). Since L` G is geometrically connected, its left multiplication
action on LG and GrG respects connected components. The map
GrpGder qsc Ñ Gr0G

(5.1.1.2)

is surjective on topological spaces, in fact, it is even surjective on K-points for every algebraically
closed field extension K of k.6 By [Zhu17, 1.3.11 (3)], if G is semisimple with Gsc Ñ G of degree
prime to char k, then the map (5.1.1.2) is even an isomorphism.
5.1.2. Schubert cells. With G over k as in §5.1.1, let T Ă G be a maximal k-torus with its
cocharacter group X˚ pT q :“ Homgp pGm , T q. By [SGA 3I new , VIA , 3.3.2], the L` G-orbit of any
x P GrG pkq is a smooth k-subscheme of GrG . When x is the image of t under the base change to
kpptqq of the k-morphism given by a λ P X˚ pT qpkq, the resulting subscheme is the Schubert cell
GrλG Ă GrG .
Its closure (schematic image) in GrG is the Schubert variety
Grďλ
G Ă GrG ,
which is a reduced, projective k-scheme containing GrλG as a dense open. In the case when T is
split, the GrλG topologically exhaust GrG : then, by [PR08, Appendix, Prop. 8], every field-valued
(equivalently, (algebraically closed field)-valued) point of GrG factors through some GrλG . In general,
the same holds for the k-subschemes
Ť
1
rλs
GrG :“ λ1 PGalpksep {kq¨λ GrλG Ă GrG with λ P X˚ pT qpk sep q.
Thus, letting T sc Ă pGder qsc be the maximal torus corresponding to T Ă G, we see from (5.1.1.2) that
rλs
the GrG with λ P X˚ pT sc qpk sep q Ă X˚ pT qpk sep q topologically exhaust the neutral component Gr0G .
rλs

We now argue that these latter GrG are insensitive to replacing G by pGder qsc .
Proposition 5.1.3. For a reductive group G over a field k, a maximal k-torus T Ă G, the corresponding maximal torus T sc Ă pGder qsc , and a λ P X˚ pT sc qpk sep q, the k-morphism
rλs

„

rλs

GrpGder qsc ÝÑ GrG

induced by

GrpGder qsc Ñ GrG

is an isomorphism.

Proof. The argument is similar to that of [Fed18, Prop. 2.8] and was suggested to us by Timo Richarz.
The claim is insensitive to enlarging k, so we reduce to k being algebraically closed and then, by
„
passing to individual Schubert cells, to showing that GrλpGder qsc ÝÑ GrλG . This last isomorphism,
however, is a special case of [HR19a, Lem. 3.8].

We are ready for the conclusion about the behavior of GrpGder qsc Ñ GrG on field-valued points.
6To justify the assertion about K-points, one may argue as follows. Since LG Ñ Gr is surjective on K-points
G
and a bijection on sets of connected components, by [PR08, Thm. 5.1 and the end of the proof of Lemma 17 on
p. 198 (with the definition of GpLq1 after Rem. 2 on p. 189)] (their GpLq1 is our pLGq0 pKq), we may replace G by a
z-extension to reduce to Gder being simply connected. For such G, however, the surjectivity of GrGder pKq Ñ Gr0G pKq
follows from [PR08, last line on p. 197 and proof of Lemma 5 on p. 191] (by the latter, T pLq1 there is T pKJtKq for us).
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(5.1.1.2)

Corollary 5.1.4. For a reductive group G over a field k, the map GrpGder qsc ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Gr0G is surjective
on k-points, and the image of the following map is stable under left multiplication by GpkJtKq:
§5.1.1

§5.1.1

GrpGder qsc pkq – pGder qsc pkpptqqq{pGder qsc pkJtKq Ñ Gpkpptqqq{GpkJtKq – GrG pkq.
Proof. By §5.1.1, the ind-scheme GrpGder qsc is connected, so the map GrpGder qsc Ñ GrG factors through
rλs

the clopen Gr0G Ă GrG . Moreover, by §5.1.2, a k-point of Gr0G factors through some GrG for a
λ P X˚ pT sc qpk sep q, where T Ă G is a maximal torus and T sc Ă pGder qsc is the corresponding maximal
torus of pGder qsc . Thus, by Proposition 5.1.3, every such point lifts to GrpGder qsc , as claimed.
By §5.1.1, the source of the left multiplication map L` G ˆk Gr0G Ñ GrG is connected, so this map
factors through Gr0G Ă GrG . Thus, the image of this map on k-points is Gr0G pkq, that is, by the
above, it agrees with the image of GrpGder qsc pkq Ñ GrG pkq. Thus, the latter is GpkJtKq-stable.

5.2. The analysis of torsors over A1R
To analyze torsors over A1R , we strengthen several results of Fedorov from [Fed16b] and [Fed18]. By
the following lemma, which generalizes the main result of [Tsy19], the key point is to extend to a
torsor over P1R in such a way that the latter be trivial over the closed R-fibers.
Lemma 5.2.1. For a semilocal ring R and a reductive R-group G that is a closed subgroup of some
GLn, R (a vacuous condition if R is normal or if G is split or semisimple), every GP1 -torsor E whose
R
base change to P1km is trivial for every maximal ideal m Ă R is the base change of a G-torsor.
Proof. The parenthetical assertion is a special case of [Tho87, 3.2 (3)]. For the rest, we first use a
limit argument to reduce to Noetherian R and then pass to connected components to also assume
that SpecpRq is connected. Moreover, we begin with the case G “ GLn, R , in which we may regard
E as a vector bundle of rank n.
‘n is also a vector bundle on P1 . By
In this vector bundle case, V :“ H omOP1 pOP‘n
1 ,Eq – E
R
R

R

[EGA III1 , 3.2.1], the R-module V :“ ΓpP1R , V q is finite. By assumption, E |P1 is trivial for every
km
maximal ideal m Ă R, so for such m we choose an isomorphism
„

OP‘n
ÝÑ E |P1 ,
1
km

km

which corresponds to some vm P ΓpP1km , V |P1 q.
km

Likewise, each V |P1 is trivial, so H 1 pP1km , V |P1 q – 0. Thus, by cohomology and base change
km
km
[EGA III1 , 4.6.1], there is a vrm P V {mV that maps to vm . Since R is semilocal and m ranges over
its maximal ideals, we may then find a v P V that maps to all the vrm , so also to all the vm . By
construction and the Nakayama lemma [SP, 00DV], the OP1 -module homomorphism OP‘n
1 Ñ E
R

R

corresponding to v is surjective at every closed point, so it is surjective. Cayley–Hamilton [SP, 05G8]
then ensures that this homomorphism is an isomorphism, so that E is trivial, as desired.
To deduce the general case, we use our closed embedding G ãÑ GLn, R . Namely, the settled case
of GLn, R and the nonabelian cohomology sequence [Gir71, III, 3.2.2] show that our GP1 -torsor E
R
comes from a some P1R -point of GLn, R {G. However, G is reductive, so, by [Alp14, 9.4.1 and 9.7.5],
this quotient is affine. By [MFK94, Prop. 6.1] (to reduce to an R-fiber), this means that the only
R-morphisms from P1R to GLn, R {G are constant, in particular, that our P1R -point comes from an
R-point. This then implies that our GP1 -torsor E is the base change of a G-torsor, as desired. 
R
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The preceding lemma leads to the triviality of generically trivial reductive group torsors over A1R
under the assumptions of the following proposition, whose case (i) was relevant in [FP15]. Examples
from [Fed16a] show that without some isotropicity condition on G such triviality does not hold.
Proposition 5.2.2. For a semilocal ring R and a reductive R-group G such that either
(i) G is semisimple, simply connected, absolutely almost simple, and isotropic; or
(ii) G is split, semisimple, simply connected; or
(iii) G is split and R is local;
every GA1 -torsor E that is trivial away from an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă A1R is trivial.
R

In (i), ‘absolutely almost simple’ means that the Dynkin diagrams of the geometric R-fibers of G are
connected and ‘isotropic’ means that G contains Gm, R as a subgroup.
Proof. By [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 5.3, 5.10 (i)], a split, semisimple, simply connected group is a direct
product of split, semisimple, simply connected, absolutely almost simple groups, so (ii) reduces to (i).
We let t be the inverse of the coordinate on A1R and consider RJtK as the completion of P1R along
infinity. Due to its R-finiteness, Z is closed in P1R , so its pullback to SpecpRJtKq is also closed and
hence is even empty because it does not meet the locus tt “ 0u. Thus, we may use formal glueing
supplied by, for instance, [BČ20, 2.2.11 (b)] (or Lemma 4.2.1 when R is Noetherian) to extend E to
a GP1 -torsor E by glueing E with the trivial GRJtK -torsor. It suffices to argue that we can glue like
R

this so that E P1 be trivial for every maximal ideal m Ă R: Lemma 5.2.1 will then imply that E is
km

the base change of its pullback by the section at infinity, and hence that E and E are trivial.
Explicitly, the glueings of E and the trivial GRJtK -torsor to a GP1 -torsor are parametrized by elements
R
of GpRpptqqq{GpRJtKq, and likewise over the residue fields km . We will first build trivial GP1 -bundles
km

E P1 from EP1 by such a glueing and then argue that these glueings come from a glueing over R.
km
km
These two steps reduce, respectively, to the following claims.
(1) For every maximal ideal m Ă R, the GA1 -torsor EA1 is trivial.
km

km

(2) The following map is surjective, where m ranges over the maximal ideals of R:
ś
GpRpptqqq{GpRJtKq  m Gpkm pptqqq{Gpkm JtKq.
For (1), since EA1 is trivial away from Zkm , we may glue it arbitrarily with the trivial Gkm JtK -torsor
km
to obtain a GP1 -torsor whose pullback along the infinity section is trivial. By [Gil02, 3.12] (see also
km

[Gil05]), such torsors are trivial over A1km , so EA1 is trivial, that is, (1) holds.
km

The claim (2) is where we will use the assumptions (i) or (iii), and we pass to connected components
to reduce to the case when SpecpRq is connected. We begin with (i), whose isotropy assumption,
by [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 6.12], implies that G has a proper parabolic subgroup P Ă G. Moreover,
the assumptions of (i) are such that the Whitehead group of the base changes of G is of unramified
nature, more precisely and more concretely, by [Gil09, Fait 4.3, Lem. 4.5], under (i) we have
ś
ś
`
(5.2.2.1)
m Gpkm pptqqq “
m Gpkm pptqqq Gpkm JtKq,

where Gpkm pptqqq` Ă Gpkm pptqqq is the subgroup generated by pRu pP qqpkm pptqqq and pRu pP ´ qqpkm pptqqq
with P ´ Ă G being a parabolic opposite to P in the sense of [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 4.3.3, 4.3.5 (i)].
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To conclude (2) in the case (i), it suffices to show that the following pullback maps are surjective:
ś
ś
pRu pP qqpRpptqqq  m pRu pP qqpkm pptqqq and pRu pP ´ qqpRpptqqq  m pRu pP ´ qqpkm pptqqq.
ś
For this, we combine the surjectivity of the map Rm pptqq  m km pptqq with [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 2.5],
according to which both Ru pP q and Ru pP ´ q are isomorphic to affine spaces AdR .
In the case (iii), by assumption, there are a split maximal R-torus and a Borel R-subgroup T Ă B Ă G.
The Iwasawa decomposition, so, in essence, the valuative criterion of properness, gives the equality
Gpkm pptqqq “ Bpkm pptqqqGpkm JtKq “ pRu pBqqpkm pptqqqT pkm pptqqqGpkm JtKq

for every maximal ideal m Ă R. Thus, the concluding portion of the argument for (i) applied to
Ru pBq now reduces (2) to the case when G is Gm . For the latter, it suffices to note that, since R is
local, the map Rpptqqˆ Ñ km pptqqˆ – tZ ˆ km JtKˆ is surjective.

Remark 5.2.3. One difference between Proposition 5.2.2 and some of its versions in the literature
is that we work directly with the GA1 -torsor E instead of first glueing it arbitrarily to a GP1 -torsor
R
R
and then modifying this extension. Ultimately, this is an expository point, but it highlights that in
(2) there is no need to pursue the analogous surjectivity before taking the quotients.
Conditions (i)–(iii) of Proposition 5.2.2 are too restrictive for our purposes, but its conclusion is also
stronger than we actually need. The following sharpening, which is a variant of the core result of
[Fed18], applies without restrictions on G but only gives triviality away from a finite étale subscheme.
Proposition 5.2.4. Let R be a semilocal ring with connected spectrum, let G be a reductive R-group,
ri (resp., G
r i ) be the finite étale R-algebras with connected spectra (resp., the simple adjoint
let R
ri -groups G
r i ) such that the canonical decomposition of Gad from [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 5.10 (i)] is
R
ś
r i q,
Gad – i Gi with Gi :“ ResRri {R pG
and let Yi Ă Y Ă A1R be nonempty R-(finite étale) closed subschemes such that
(i) Op1q is trivial on P1R ´ Y ;
(ii) each pGi qYi is isotropic; and
(iii) Op1q is trivial on P1km ´pYi qkm for every i and every maximal ideal m Ă R with pGi qkm isotropic.
For a GP1 -torsor E that is trivial away from an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă A1R zY , if for every
R
maximal ideal m Ă R the Gad
-torsor induced by EP1 lifts to a Zariski locally trivial pGad qsc
-torsor,
P1
P1
km

km

then E is trivial away from Y , that is, then EP1 zY is a trivial GP1 zY -torsor.
R

km

R

The assumptions of this proposition become simpler when G is quasi-split, see Corollary 5.2.6.
Proof. The statement is mild generalization of [Fed18, Thm. 6] and the proof is similar, even
if presented slightly differently. It combines the techniques and references we used in the proof
Proposition 5.2.2 with the analysis of affine Grassmannians that we carried out in §5.1.
By Remark 4.1.4, the R-(finite étale) closed subscheme Y Ă A1R is cut out by a global section. Thus,
the coordinate ring of the formal completion of A1R along Y is R1 JtK for a finite étale R-algebra R1
that is the coordinate ring of Y (where t is a monic polynomial in the coordinate of A1R ). Likewise,
for each i, the formal completion of A1R along Yi is, compatibly, Ri JtK for a finite étale R-algebra Ri
that is the coordinate ring of Yi and hence is a direct factor of R1 , so that R1 – Ri ˆ Ri1 .
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We fix a trivialization τ P E pP1R zZq of E |P1 zZ . Since Y Ă P1R zZ, this τ trivializes the restriction
R
of E to R1 JtK and, similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.2.2, we use τ to regard E as the glueing
corresponding to 1 P GpR1 pptqqq{GpR1 JtKq of E |P1 zY and the trivial GR1 JtK -torsor.
R
ś
We let m range over the maximal ideals of R, set k :“ m km , let Ei be the Gi -torsor over P1k induced
1
sc
by E , and let Eisc be a Zariski locally trivial Gsc
i -torsor over Pk that lifts Ei (the existence of Ei is a
sc
part of the assumptions). By [Gil02, 3.10 (b)], the Zariski local triviality implies that Ei is trivial
on a Zariski neighborhood of pYi qk in P1k . We fix a trivialization τi over such a neighborhood and,
similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.2.2, use it to regard Eisc as the glueing corresponding to
sc
1 P Gsc
i ppRi bR kqpptqqq{Gi ppRi bR kqJtKq

of Eisc |P1 zpYi qk and the trivial pGsc
i qpRi bR kqJtK -torsor.
k

Of course, the trivializations τ and τi need not be compatible, that is, using τ as the reference, the
image of τi in Gi ppRi bR kqpptqqq need not be the identity. Nevertheless, this image of τi as well as
that of τ both describe the same pGi qP1 -torsor (the one induced by E ) as the glueing of the same
k
Gad
pP1 zYi qk -torsor Ei |pP1 zYi qk and the trivial pGi qpRi bR kqJtK -torsor. Concretely, this identification of the
glueings means that the image of τi lies in
Gi ppRi bR kqJtKq Ă Gi ppRi bR kqpptqqq,
in other words, that the images of τ and τi are Gi ppRi bR kqJtKq-translates of each other. Thus,
Corollary 5.1.4 implies—and this is a crucial point—that, at the cost of Eisc only lifting Ei over
P1k zpYi qk , we may change the glueings Eisc and the trivializations τi to arrange that they be compatible
with τ : namely, still with τ as the reference, that the image of τi in Gi ppRi bR kqpptqqq{Gi ppRi bR kqJtKq
would be the class of the identity 1.
By [Gil02, 3.8 (b)], the Zariski local triviality of Eisc means that this torsor comes from a torsor
under a split subtorus, and hence, thanks to (iii), that Eisc |P1 zpYi qk is a trivial torsor. In particular,
k
1
sc
sc
the trivial Gsc
i -torsor over Pk is a glueing of Ei |pP1 zYi qk and the trivial pGi qpRi bR kqJtK -torsor, and,
continuing to use τi as reference, this glueing is given by some
αi P Gsc
i ppRi bR kqpptqqq.
As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.2, the isotropy condition (ii) allows us to fix a proper parabolic
subgroup Pi Ă pGi qRi , which induces a proper parabolic subgroup of pGsc
i qRi . Since
r sc
Gsc
r i {R pGi q,
i – ResR
r sc q r
this latter parabolic is the restriction of scalars of a unique proper parabolic of pG
i Ri bR Ri (as one
ri ). We then use this parabolic together
sees after base change to a further finite étale cover splitting R
with the analogue of (5.2.2.1) again supplied by [Gil09, Fait 4.3, Lem. 4.5] (which applies because
r sc is semisimple, simply connected, absolutely almost simple, and isotropic) to arrange that
G
i
`
αi P Gsc
i ppRi bR kqpptqqq ,
`
where the Whitehead group Gsc
i p´q is defined as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.2 using the chosen
ri P Gsc
ri as an
parabolic. As there, this reduction allows us to lift αi to an α
i pRi pptqqq. We consider α
sc
1 pptqqq.
element of Gi pRpptqqq by letting it be the identity on the complementary factor Gsc
pR
i
i

ri assemble to an element α
r P pGad qsc pRpptqqq. The map pGad qsc Ñ Gad factors through
Jointly, the α
der
ad
der
r maps to an element of
the isogeny G
Ñ G , where G
Ă G is the derived subgroup, so α
r in GpRpptqqq gives rise to a GP1 -torsor
GpRpptqqq. With τ as the reference trivialization, this image of α
R
Er that is the glueing of E 1
and the trivial GR1 JtK -torsor. The Gad1 -torsor E induced by Er is the
PR zY

Pk
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ś
ś
ri in i Gi ppRi bR kqpptqqq. Thus, by
analogous glueing over P1k that arises from the image of i α
construction and by the prearranged compatibility between τ and τi , this E is a trivial torsor.
Lemma 5.2.1 now implies that Er induces a Gad
-torsor that is the pullback of a Gad -torsor. Thus,
P1R
since Er|P1 zpY YZq is trivial and since the infinity section factors through P1R zpY Y Zq, we conclude
R
that Er induces a trivial Gad1 -torsor, to the effect that Er comes from a ZpGq 1 -torsor F . It now
PR

PR

suffices to argue that F |P1 zY is the pullback of a ZpGq-torsor: then Er|P1 zY – E |P1 zY will be the
R
R
R
pullback of a G-torsor, so, by again considering pullbacks at 8, it will be trivial.
For showing that F |P1 zY descends to a ZpGq-torsor, we twist to assume that the pullback of F along
R
the infinity section is trivial, and we then fix a trivialization of this pullback. With this rigidification
in place, [MFK94, Prop. 6.1] ensures that F has no nontrivial automorphisms. We now consider the
line bundle Op1q on P1R , rigidify it by trivializing its pullback along the infinity section, and use (i)
to reduce to showing that there is a unique cocharacter µ : Gm, R Ñ ZpGq such that F is isomorphic
to the extension along µ of Op1q regarded as a Gm, R -torsor. By what we already observed, such an
isomorphism is unique granted that we require it to be compatible with rigidifications at infinity, so
the claim is étale local on R. Thus, we may assume that the multiplicative R-group scheme ZpGq is
split and reduce to when ZpGq is either Gm, R or µn, R . In the first case, the uniqueness of µ follows
from the classification of line bundles on P1R that results from Lemma 5.2.1 and [BLR90, 9.1/2]. In
„
the second case, since PicpRq is torsion-free and Rˆ ÝÑ ΓpR, OPˆ1 q, our F descends to a µn, R -torsor
R
that, by checking at infinity, is necessarily trivial, and the unique choice µ “ 0 works.

In practice, we will ensure the condition about lifting torsors to pGad qsc via the following minor
generalization of [Fed18, Prop. 2.2] that we settle with the same argument as there.
Lemma 5.2.5. For a field k, a semisimple k-group G, opens U, U 1 Ă P1k , and a generically trivial
GU -torsor E , the pullback of E along any finite k-morphism U 1 Ñ U whose degree is divisible by
the degree of the isogeny Gsc Ñ G (or merely by the exponent of the quotient X˚ pT q{X˚ pT sc q for a
maximal split k-torus T sc Ă Gsc and its image T Ă G) lifts to a Zariski locally trivial Gsc
U 1 -torsor.
Proof. The kernel of the isogeny T sc Ñ T is a subgroup of the kernel of Gsc Ñ G, so the degree dT
of the former divides that of the latter. Since dT equals the order of X˚ pT q{X˚ pT sc q, it is divisible
by the exponent eT of this quotient. Thus, the parenthetical assertion is indeed more general and
we seek to show the claim granted that eT divides the degree d of the finite k-morphism U 1 Ñ U .
For this, we first note that, by §1.4 (2), our GU -torsor E is Zariski locally trivial.
The key input to the proof is [Gil02, 3.10 (a)], according to which E is the extension of Op1q|U (viewed
as a Gm -torsor) along some cocharacter µ : Gm Ñ T . The pullback of Op1q|U to U 1 is Opdq, so the
pullback of E to U 1 is the extension of Op1qU 1 along the cocharacter dµ : Gm Ñ T . However, the
assumption eT | d ensures that d kills X˚ pT q{X˚ pT sc q, so dµ factors through a cocharacter Gm Ñ T sc .
Consequently, the pullback of E to U 1 lifts to a Gsc
U 1 -torsor that comes from a pGm qU 1 -torsor, and
hence is Zariski locally trivial as desired.

Corollary 5.2.6. For a semilocal ring R, a quasi-split reductive R-group G, a GA1 -torsor E that
R
is trivial away from an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă A1R , and a d P Zą0 divisible by the R-fibral
degrees of the isogeny pGad qsc Ñ Gad , the pullback of E along the map fd : A1R Ñ A1R given by t ÞÑ td
is trivial over A1R zY for some R-(finite étale) closed subscheme Y Ă A1R disjoint from fd´1 pZq.
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Proof. Since E is trivial away from Z, we may extend it to a GP1 -torsor Er that is trivial over P1R zZ.
R
Likewise, we extend fd to the morphism frd : P1R Ñ P1R given by t ÞÑ td . We then replace Er and Z by
their frd -pullbacks and apply Lemma 5.2.5 to reduce to the case when d “ 1 and for every maximal
ideal m Ă R our Er induces a Gad1 -torsor that lifts to a Zariski locally trivial pGad qsc1 -torsor.
Pkm

Pkm

Moreover, we pass to connected components if needed and reduce to Spec R being connected.
Since G is quasi-split, by [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 6.12], its base change to any finite R-scheme contains
a noncentral Gm . Thus, to deduce the desired conclusion from Proposition 5.2.4, it suffices to exhibit
an R-(finite étale) closed subscheme Y Ă A1R such that Op1q is trivial on P1R zY and P1km zYkm for
every maximal ideal m Ă R. For this, for every large n ą 0 it suffices to find an R-(finite étale)
closed subscheme Y Ă A1R of degree n: then the same triviality will hold for Opnq in place of Op1q
and, by subsequently adjoining to Y its disjoint analogue with n ` 1 in place of n, also for Op1q.
For every large n and every maximal ideal m Ă R, there is a km -(finite étale) closed subscheme
Ym Ă pA1 zZqkm of degree n that is either a single closed point (the case when km is finite) or n
distinct km -rational points (the case when km is infinite). Such a Ym is cut out by a monic polynomial
in km rts of degree n, and a common lift of all these monic polynomials to a monic polynomial in
Rrts of degree n cuts out the desired R-(finite étale) closed subscheme Y Ă A1R zZ of degree n. 
5.3. The quasi-split unramified case of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture
We are ready to settle the following mild strengthening of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture in
the case of quasi-split reductive groups over unramified regular local rings. By choosing O to be
either Z, or Q, or Fp for some prime p and R to be local, this version recovers the first assertion in
Theorem 1.2, see Example 5.3.2.
Theorem 5.3.1. For a Dedekind ring O, a semilocal regular O-algebra R whose O-fibers are
geometrically regular7 and whose maximal ideals m all lie over maximal ideals m1 Ă O with km {km1
separable (for example, with km1 perfect), and a quasi-split reductive R-group G, no nontrivial G-torsor
trivializes over the total fraction ring FracpRq of R, that is,
KerpH 1 pR, Gq Ñ H 1 pFracpRq, Gqq “ t˚u.
Proof. We pass to connected components to assume that SpecpRq is connected, so that R is a domain
and, in particular, R ‰ 0. Let E be a G-torsor that trivializes over FracpRq, so also over Rr 1r s for
some r P Rzt0u. By Popescu’s theorem [SP, 07GC], the ring R is a filtered direct limit of smooth
O-algebras. Thus, a limit argument allows us to assume that R is the localization of a smooth
R-algebra at finitely many primes p that all lie over maximal ideals p1 Ă O with kp {kp1 separable. In
this case, Proposition 4.2.4 gives a GA1 -torsor E whose pullback along the zero section is E such
R
that E is trivial away from an R-finite closed subscheme Z Ă A1R , which we may enlarge to contain
the zero section. By Corollary 5.2.6, the pullback of E under the map A1R Ñ A1R given by t ÞÑ td is
trivial away from some R-(finite étale) closed subscheme Y Ă A1R disjoint from the zero section. In
particular, the pullback of E by the zero section is trivial, as desired.

Example 5.3.2. In the case when O is a perfect field, such as Q or Fp , any regular O-algebra is
geometrically regular, so, for quasi-split G, Theorem 5.3.1 simultaneously reproves the equicharacteristic case of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture settled in [FP15] and [Pan20]. Similarly, in the
case when O “ Z, the O-fibers of R are geometrically regular if and only if for every prime p and
7We recall from [SP, 0382] that a Noetherian algebra over a field k is geometrically regular if its base change to

every finite purely inseparable (equivalently, to every finitely generated) field extension of k is regular.
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every maximal ideal m Ă R of residue characteristic p, we have p R m2 , equivalently, p is a regular
parameter for the regular local ring Rm . In particular, Theorem 5.3.1 recovers Theorem 1.2.
With our main result in hand, we are ready to settle the second assertion of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 5.3.3. For a Dedekind ring O and a semilocal regular O-algebra R whose O-fibers are
geometrically regular and whose maximal ideals m all lie over maximal ideals m1 Ă O with km {km1
separable, a reductive R-group G is split if and only if its generic fiber GFracpRq is split.
Proof. We pass to connected components to assume that SpecpRq is connected, so that R is a
domain, and we set K :“ FracpRq. Only the ‘if’ part requires an argument, so we assume that GK
is split. The geometric fibers of G have a constant type (see [SGA 3III new , XXII, 1.13]), and we
let G be a split reductive R-group of this type, so that G is a form of G that corresponds to some
x P H 1 pR, AutpGqq whose pullback to H 1 pK, AutpGqq is trivial. We wish to show that x is trivial.
By [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.3], we have a short exact sequence of group schemes
1 Ñ Gad Ñ AutpGq Ñ AutextpGq Ñ 1
that, via a fixed pinning of G, is split by a homomorphism AutextpGq ãÑ AutpGq, whose source is a
constant R-group. Any AutextpGq-torsor E is constant étale locally on R, so, by [SGA 3II , X, 5.14],
its connected components are finite étale over R. Thus, by, for instance, [Čes17, 3.1.9], every K-point
of E extends to an R-point, to the effect that no nontrivial AutextpGq-torsor trivializes over K.
r P H 1 pR, Gad q and, since the map
The nonabelian cohomology exact sequence now lifts x to an x
r
AutpGqpKq  AutextpGqpKq is surjective due to the splitting, it also shows that the pullback of x
1
ad
r itself is trivial, and then so is x.

to H pK, G q is trivial. Theorem 5.3.1 then implies that x
The ideas of the preceding proof also give a version for quasi-split groups in Theorem 5.3.5. To put it
into context, we recall the following conjecture, which may be traced to results of [CT79] or [Pan09].
Even though not formulated there explicitly, it is sometimes attributed to Colliot-Thélène or Panin.
Conjecture 5.3.4. For a regular local ring R, if the generic fiber of a reductive R-group scheme G
has a parabolic subgroup, then G itself has a parabolic subgroup of the same type.
This conjecture “of Grothendieck–Serre type” seems to lie deeper than the Grothendieck–Serre
conjecture: even in equicharacteristic, it is only known in few cases, see [CT79], [Pan09], [PP10],
[PP15], [Scu18] for precise results. We use the ideas of this article to settle its equicharacteristic case
for minimal parabolics, that is, for Borel subgroups, as follows.
Theorem 5.3.5. Let R a semilocal regular ring, set K :“ FracpRq, and let G be a reductive R-group
scheme such that every form G of Gad satisfies H 1 pR, Gq ãÑ H 1 pK, Gq (this condition holds for every
G if R contains a field). Then G is quasi-split if and only if GK is quasi-split.
Proof. The injectivity assumption is a special case of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture and of
the “change of origin” twisting bijections in nonabelian cohomology [Gir71, III, 2.6.1 (i)], so the
parenthetical assertion follows from the known equicharacteristic case of the Grothendieck–Serre
conjecture, see §1.4. By [Guo20, 6.1] (whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.3.3 above), this
assumption implies that G is the unique reductive model of its generic fiber, so all we need to do
is to assume that GK is quasi-split and to produce a quasi-split reductive R-model of GK . By
the properness of the scheme of Borel subgroups, there is an open subscheme U Ă SpecpRq whose
complement is of codimension ě 2 such that even GU has a Borel subgroup.
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Analogously to the proof of Theorem 5.3.3, we reduce to the setting when SpecpRq is connected, we
have a split reductive R-group G, and G corresponds to an element x P H 1 pR, AutpGqq. We fix a
Borel subgroup B Ă G that arises from a pinning of G, and we consider the subfunctor
AutpG, Bq Ă AutpGq
that parametrizes those automorphisms that preserve B. In a reductive group, any two Borels are
Zariski locally conjugate, so we are reduced to showing that for our x P H 1 pR, AutpGqq such that
x|U lifts to H 1 pU, AutpG, Bqq, the restriction x|K P H 1 pK, AutpGqq lifts to H 1 pR, AutpG, Bqq.
By [SGA 3III new , XXIV, 1.3, 2.1], letting Bad Ă Gad be the Borel subgroup of Gad corresponding
to B, we have a morphism of short exact sequences of group schemes
1
1

/ Bad
_


/ Gad

/ AutpG, Bq
_

/ AutpGq

/ AutextpGq

/1

/ AutextpGq

/1

that, due to our fixed pinning, are compatibly split by some homomorphism AutextpGq ãÑ AutpG, Bq.
We may first map x to an x P H 1 pR, AutextpGqq and then map x via the splitting to obtain a
y P H 1 pR, AutextpG, Bqq whose image in H 1 pR, AutextpGqq is also x. Twisting by (the images of)
y gives us the morphism of short exact sequences of R-groups of corresponding forms:
1
1

/ B
_

/G

/ A0
_

/A

/E

/1

/E

/1

and, via the “change of origin” bijections [Gir71, III, 2.6.1 (i)], we obtain an x1 P H 1 pR, Aq such that
x1 |U lifts to H 1 pU, A0 q for which we need to lift x1 |K P H 1 pK, Aq to H 1 pR, A0 q or even to H 1 pR, Bq.
By the nonabelian cohomology sequence, x1 |U even lifts to some b P H 1 pU, Bq. By descent, B Ă G is
the inclusion of a Borel R-subgroup, and we let T :“ B{Ru pBq be the indicated torus. The image
of b is a t P H 1 pU, T q, which, by purity for torsors under tori [CTS79, Cor. 6.9], extends uniquely
t P H 1 pR, T q. Any Levi R-subgroup of B splits the surjection B  T , and then r
t gives a
to a r
rb P H 1 pR, Bq whose image in H 1 pK, Bq, thanks to [SGA 3III new , XXVI, 2.3], is nothing else but b|K .
In particular, the image of rb in H 1 pK, Aq is x1 |K , to the effect that rb is the desired lift.

We thank Uriya First for pointing out the following further consequence about quadratic forms.
Corollary 5.3.6. For a semilocal regular ring R as in Theorem 5.3.1 with 2 P Rˆ , we have
H 1 pR, SOn q ãÑ H 1 pFracpRq, SOn q

and

H 1 pR, On q ãÑ H 1 pFracpRq, On q

for all

n ě 1;

moreover, no two nonisomorphic quadratic forms over R that are nondegenerate (in the sense that
their associated symmetric bilinear forms are perfect) become isomorphic over FracpRq.
Proof. Every inner form of SOn is an SOpEq for a nondegenerate quadratic space E over R of rank
n. Thus, by twisting [Gir71, III, 2.6.1 (i)], the injectivity assertion for SOn reduces to showing that
KerpH 1 pR, SOpEqq Ñ H 1 pFracpRq, SOpEqqq “ t˚u.
By the analysis of the long exact cohomology sequence [CT79, p. 17, proof of (D)ô(E)], this triviality
of the kernel is, in turn, equivalent to its analogue for OpEq. Thus, by twisting again, we are reduced
to the injectivity assertion for On , which itself, for varying n, is a reformulation of the assertion
about quadratic forms. For the latter, however, due to the cancellation theorem for quadratic forms,
35

specifically, due to [CT79, Prop. 1.2 (D)ô(F)], we may assume that one of the forms is a sum of
copies of the hyperbolic plane. In terms of On -torsors, this means that it suffices to show that
KerpH 1 pR, On q Ñ H 1 pFracpRq, On qq “ t˚u for all even n ě 1.
We then use [CT79, p. 17, proof of (D)ô(E)] again to replace On by SOn in this display. With this
replacement, however, the desired triviality of the kernel is a special case of Theorem 5.3.1.
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